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PREFACE
"The object of making the Plan is to give
guidance to the people of the Region and
the governing authorities that represent
and act for them, to enable them to so
direct urban growth in the future that
the greateat practicable measure of health,
safety, convenience and general welfare
will be secured for the inhabitants."
Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs, Page 131, Volume I.
The people who live and work in our cities are becoming
increasingly conscious of the evils and high costs of planless city growth. They are plagued constantly by the needless and costly delays and hazards of traffic movements through
inadequate street systems. They are .sorely beset by the congestion in central business districts. The inability to find
parking spaces readily is irritating. As they drive to and
fro in the city they observe changing conditions that often
reflect instability and changing values. Generally they are
growing weary of disorder, crowdedness and dirt. With more
leisure time at their disposal, thG people also sense the
gross inadequacy and poor distribution of park and recreational facilities, the inadequacy of school plants and the land
spaces surrounding them. Such critical conditions as these,
and many others, are stimulating a lively interest in plans
for the future - plans to avoid and- correct the errors of the
past.
The people realize that their city cannot continue to
grow and suffer as in the past. Knowing that industrial and
comn1ercial enterprise apply planning principles to their problems, they see no reason why their political enterprises cannot take stock and plan . They know that plans will lead to
more economical, orderly growth and result in a more wholesome,
convenient and better balanced place in which to live, work and
play. They know that aimless, senseless growth can only mean
a continuance of confusion and chaos.
The City Plan is primarily a guide to orderly physical
.development. It is a plan of strategy defining a course of action to be followed over a period of years, to avoid the errors of the . past, yet conform to tl1e needs of the future. The
City Plan as herein conceived is not a set of detailed working drawings to be used by constructors, but instead it is a
pattern predicated on broad principles, pointing out how the
community mould develop to improve and enhance its economy,
its attractiveness and its liveability as a city of people.
Because the city is in a constant state of flux,no plan
or guide to the future sl1ould be so rigid that it cannot be
adjusted to changing conditions as they arise. It must be a
continuing, flexible instrument. And too, the basic thinking
incident to its preparation must extend beyond the fixed city
limits into the surrounding region, to determine the effect
of such tributary region on the life and character of the city.
"The objective of city planning is to so arrange the
physical plant, the layout of the city in which the population lives and works, that it will minister t~ and promote
rather than impede the social and economic welfare of the community." Some of these objectives will be:
1.

A sound wholesome development of the city. Such a
development will stabilize property values and land
uses. It will put right things in the right place.
-1-

2.

Proper distribution and allocation of land uses.
This will be accomp l ished thru zoni ng regulation.

3.

Better traffic control an d r egulation. The proper
design of the s treet syst em , t b e p roper utilization
of roadways for moving tr a ffic and provisions for
parking will accomplish muc h of this.

4.

Better housing for all the people. The el~mination
of bli ghted and slum a reas and protection by zoning
will bring this about.

5.

More adequate park and recreation ar·eas. A complete
system of playground areas for varying types of ser~ice and a system of parks, predicated on the nei ghborhood theory, will accomplish this.

6.

Public utilities servi ceable to all properties is desirable.

7.

Public buildings conveniently located for public usage.

8.

Attractiveness of city.

9.

Bett e:r' land subdivision through subdivision regulations.

A dev elopnillnt of personalit¥•

After completion, the City Plan mus t be activated con- .
stantly. To keep the people of the city informed as to the
plan provi s ions, 11 actionn committees should be enlisted to
keep it alive and active. By proce s ses of public enlightenment, the wisdom of broad planning s hould be kept before the
people,and no capital improvements s h ould be approved that do
not conform to it.

GEOGRAPIN AND NATURAL CONDITIONS
Geography and natural resources are potent factors influ. encing the rate and character of co1mnunity growth. When geographical location is favored by a salubrious climate, an ocean,
and the potentials of an embryonic agricultural empire, then
it is of still greater importance to future growth.
Fort Lauderdale is an infant among cities. Wi thin the
span of twq gene rations it has grown from a pioneer trading
post and fishing village into one of the most attractive commercial and home communities of Amer l ca.
Situated on the edg e of the Everglade s where the New River
breaks through to th8 sea, tho City can be reached by two trunk
line railroads, well paved hi ghways, the intra-coastal waterway, air and ocean. It is also centr,ally located in that narrow coastal fringe lying between the Everg lades and the ocean,
extending from West Palm Beach on the north to Miami and the
keys on the sou th - one of the fastest growing and most alluring sections of the United States. From 1920 to 1945 - a short
span of 25 years 3 the population of the four principal counties
comprisine this region (Palm Beach, Broward, Dade and Monroe)
multiplied nearly six (6) times, from 86,000 in 1920 to
500,000 in 1946 (Figure 1).
This relatively small region (ten p e r cent of Florida's
area) of the lower east coast i s easily accessible to sixtysix (66) per cent of the nation's population residing east of
the Mississippi River exclusive of Florida. Direct through
trains daily connect it with New York within twenty-four hours,
and Chicago and the central west within thirty-one hours. By
air, these respective sections are reached in a matter of hours.
'.
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FIGURE I

,

minded citizens, mistakos wero made in the hectic boom days of
the 20's. Subdivision regulation was lacking. Too many small
dimensioned lots were recorded, conducive to overcrowding of
the land. Too often the monotony of the rectangular gridiron
pattern was needlessly extended, much of which has not yet responded to develop~ont. Singularly, the best of development
favored the more spacious lots. And, too, in the dosign of
subdivis i ons, insufficient thought was given to the corr e lation
of the subdivided area to the pattern of the community as a
whole and such n ee ds as recr Gation, park s and schools.
The meteoric growth of the City has emp has i zed other deficienci e s not fully evaluat e d, oven as late as the 20•s. The
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.Such frequent, direct and speedy facilities are factors implementing the growth and de~elopment of this entire region.
Fort Lauderdale, located astride the deep waters of New
River, one of the several natural outlets from tho Everglades,
has been called the "Venice of America" because of its more
than 100 miles of navigable waterfr·ont v1i thin its corporate
limits. A mecca for sportsmen,. fishermen and yachtsmen, the
natural streams and man-made wat.~rways a.re among its most valuable physical assets. The New Hiyer with its North and South
forks, Middle River, Intracoastal Waterway, and the AtJantic
Ocean with tho Gulf Stream just off shore, combine to temper
the climate, provide transportation and beautiful settings for
parks, promenades, boulevards and dwelling places. Climatic
conditions are ~avorable to the prolific growth of exotic shrubs
and trees that contribute immeasurably to the scenic beauty of
the City and its environs .
To the west of Fort Lauderdale lies tho great expanse of
the Everglades, that area of mystGry, x·omance and adventure,
yet one of the greatest agricultural potentials in America.
South of the City is Port Everglades, the most easily accessible deep water port on the Atlantic coast, which will become increasingly important, not only as the port of Fort Lauderdale, but as a major port facility for the entire lower east
coast and Everglades region.

EARLY TRENDS
From its inception, the many developers of Fort Lauderdale
have b'een imbued with a desire to build a city of attractive
dwelling places and other structures architecturally designed
to meet the climatic and other needs of the City. Throughout its
quick and active growth, an effort has beon made to avoid the
flamboyancy and garishness characteristic of some resort cities
with their towering structures overcrowding the land. This
commendable policy has impressed visibly an atmosphere of naturalness · and hominess upon Fort Lauderdale.
In 1925-1926, the far-sighted officials prepare d a plan
which included river front improvements, street and street
widening program and a zoning ordinance. The set back lines
established, pursuant to the provisions of that plan enabled
the City to acquire much property, at little or no cost, for
future street widenlngs . In 19L~7, the electorate of Fort Lauderdale substituted a now and more comprehensive master street
plan for the earlier once And, currently, tho zoning plan is
being revised to moot changing and new conditions. The effects
of tho earlier planning efforts on the physical structure of
the City can be seen, also thG results of the time and thought
expended by tho Pla~ning and Adjustment Boards functioning
currently to make Furt Lauderdale a good place in which to live.
Despite the best intentions, aims and purposes of civic
minded citizens, mistakes were made in the hectic boom days of
the 20's. Subdivision regulation was lacking. Too many small
dimensioned lots were recorded, conducive to overcrowding of
the land. Too often the monotony of the rectangular gridiron
pattern was needlessly extended, much of which has not yet responded to development. Singularly, the best of development
favored the more spacious lots. And, too, in the design of
subdivisions, insufficient thought was given to the correlation
of the subdivided area to the pattern of the community as a
whole and such needs as recreation, parks and schools.
Tho meteoric growth of the City has emphasized other deficienci es not fully evaluated, oven as late as the 20•s. The
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extension and construction of interurban and interstate highways, and the increa s ing use of the automobile ln the past
twenty years, have impo~ed n ew and complicated problems on cities, especially on their central business districts. The congestion of traffic movements and the hazards incident thereto,
and the inability to park cars, is influencing conunercial decentralization with its resultant declines in assessed values
and increase of blighted properties.
Streets formerly adequate to handle small traffic flows,
and provide ample parking space, were suddenly jammed and inadequate. A railroad with its many grade crossings, that was
no serious factor at one time to eitr1er growth or the flow of
traffic, suddenly became a hazardous barrier. The bridges across the river, that once were the source of no delay, suddenly became the Nemesis of the central business district, influencing land uses and land values on both sides.
By continuous study of its deficiencies and problems, plans
can be developed to alleviate and solve many of the perplexing
situations confronting the City today, and plans can be developed to meet and solve them in anticipation of growth, and not
after growth.
The diseases of ur)ban growth are present. Their discovery
urges prompt action to apply remedies before the canc erous
growth of blight and decentralization make too great progress.
People make the City. They can also urunake it as a desirable place to live. It ls these tendencies that must be:
controlled and directed into constructive channels to preserve
the characteristics the early builders sought to impress upon
the City.

HISTORICAL
Fort Lauderdale, and the region of which it is a part,
has been closely · identified with the colorful history of the
Seminole Indians, the exploration and subsequent plans for the
reclamation of the Everglades, and the pioneerine railroad operations and land development of Mr. Flagler. These successive events have influenced immeasurably the growth and development of the region. It was a re gion populated by a sturdy
and bold people.
Most of the early s urveys, initial work and activity incident to the reclamation and development of the Everglades
stemmed from Fort Lauderdale. The fir s t dredging operations
were in the New River to the west. Obviously these activities,
together with the g radual growth and development that was taking place along t he coa s tal fringe, greatly influenced the
growth and charact er of Fort · Lauderdalen In those days the
civic minded citizt~ ns and leaders me.de decisions that are still
aff e cting the grow ·:.:;h and life of the community and its people.
Throughout its relatively brief period as a corporate
entity (37 years), the objectives of the pioneers to create
and build ·an outstanding, attractive and liveable City have
never been altered. Mi s takes referred to previously were made,
but they were hone st mistake s of judgment rather than intent.
Mangrove swamps were replaced with numerous islands, connected
by grac eful spans. Boulevards and parkways were plant e d with
t:'o:pica ~ . trees and s hrubs to enhance the beauty of the scene.
Sui)Ji T,:·idions were highly r e stricted. The resources and potentials o:· the environment have been capitalized to develop a
pleas ing attractive City - one between the flamboyancy of
Miami Be ach and the aus terity of Palm Beach.
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"tourist towns)' attractive only to the casual tripper sampling
a new thrill, the City will make an investment in restraint
which will yield dividends over an extended period far in excess of those possible from a short term exploitation of the
natural resources.
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which will yield dividends over an extended period far in excess of those possible from a short term exploitation of the
natural resources.
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ing the in:permancncy and superficial commercialism of typical
"tourist towns)' e. ttracti ve only to the casua 1 tripp or sampling
a new thrill, the City will make e.n investment in restraint
which will yield dividends over an extended period far in excess of those possible from a short term exploitation of the
natural resources • .
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Fort Lauderdale currently is in the midst of its most intense growth and development. Caution must be exercized, therefore, to retain the gai n s of t he ;g a.st - an.d contj_nue building along sound, orderly lines. Those leaders entrusted with the destiny of the City in these active times should
keep the standards high and resist those efforts to malce liveability and attractiveness subservient to connnercialism - the
spiritual assets that have made Fort La~de~dale what it is today.

ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
The economic future of Fort Lauderdale will revolve primarily around its one major support, climate. Climate will
bring more people into the region, which, in turn, will mean
additional servicing businesses and industries. Climate will
also favor agricultural and truck expansion in the tributary
area. The importance and growth of Fort Lauderdale in this
region will be influenced by the following developments which
will augment the future economy of the City:

1.

The extension of cultivation of, and production from,
Everglades lands to the west, resulting from improved
drainage.

2.

The increased utilization of Port Everglades as a regional pol"~t.
The continued growth and economic development of the
nearby co~munities, Hollywood, Dania, Oakland Park,
Pompano and Boca Raton, and lands tributary thereto.

4.

The expansion of commercial and industrial establishments necessary to service the continued growth of
the City.

5.

The continued attractiveness and orderly development
of the City as a winter time dwelling place and vacation ar ea.

6.

The expansion of such industries as boat repairs and
building, mill works and canneries.

As the entire region grows fron1 West Palm Beach south,
the resultant economy will improve proportionately as it relates to the various communities.
Fort Lauderdale and its i1nmediate environs will find their
greatest future in the development of an environment which balances the permanent acquisition of home s against the demands
of the tourist trade. At the same time, development in the
county must nourish the expanding agriculture which will provide the growing community with fresh garden truck and local
dairy products without interrupting t he wint e r vegetable or
beef cattle production for the larger marketslt In offering the
winter tour i st a community designed for perm:=tnent living avoiding the in:p e rmancncy and superficial commercialism of typical
"tourist townsj' attractive only to the casual tripper sampling
a new thrill, the City will make an investment in restraint
which will yield dividends over an extended period far in excess of those possible from a short term exploitation of the
natural resources.
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POPULATION GROWTH AND DISTRIBUTION
When incorporated in 1911, Fort Lauderdale had a population of about 300. Since that date it ha s exper~ienced a more
phenomenal growth. than any other major city of Florida, including Miami, but excGpting Miami Beach. Assigning a value of 100
to the 1920 population of each of a group of comparable Florida
cities, Table I reveals how tho growth of Fort Lauderdale has
progressed since 1920.

TABLE I

1920

1930

121t2.

121±2.

Miami Be ach

100

1,000

4,350

5,000

Miami

100

342

585

650

We s t Palm Beach

100

308

390

467

Sarasota

100

390

510

643

Saint Petel., sburg

100

28~.

426

596

Orlando

100

294

39L~

540

FORT LAUDERDALE

100

420

870

1!270

From 1915 to 1945 while the popul ation of Miami was multiplying 11.3 times, and that of n est Palm Beach 8.9 t imes, the
population of Fort Lauderdale was multiplied 13 times, from
1,570 to 26,185 (Table 2), the decade 1920-1930 being the period
of greatest growth. But even in that decade the rate of g rowth
of Fort Lauderdale exceeded that of Miami. In the five year
period, ir~luenced by war activity, when the population of Miami
increased only 11.6 per cent, that of Fort Lauderdale increased
45.5 per cent.
TABLE

II

POPULATION GROWTH OF
MIAMI, FORT I.JUJDERDALEz WEST PALM BEACH

1915-12Lb5
FORT LAUDERDALE
NIAMI
WEST PALM BEACH
Year Population-Increase Population-Increase PoEulation-Increase

-

I

.

~~1915

15,592

1920

29,571

13,979
(90%)

2,065

19.5
(10.5%)

8,659

4,569
(111%)

1930

110,637

81,066
(273%)

8,666

6,601
(320%)

26,610

17,951
(208%)

19L~o

172,172

61,535
(56%)

17,996

9,330
(108%)

33,693

7,083
(26.6%)

~:·194.5

192,122

19,950
(11.6%)

26,185

8,189
(45.5%)

40,599

6,906
(20.5%)

1,132%

24,315

1,300%

36,509

890%

1,870

4,090

INCREASE

1915-12~5

176,530

~~tate

Census - others Federal Census
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42,000
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55,000
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65,000
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90,000

1980

110,000
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Since the State Census of 1945 was taken the rate of growth,
as revealed by building permits issued and construction activity,
has continued its remarkable upward trend. Between September 1,
19L~5, and May 1, 19L~8, permits were issued foi' more than 3, 000
dwelling units, apportioned approximately as follows:
1,800 single family dwelling units
650 dwelling units in duplexes
1,200 dwelling units in apartments
On the basis of 3.58 persons per family (unit used by the
Southern Bell Telephone Company), these new dwelling units would
account for an additional 13,000 people since 1945, or a probable normal 19Lt.8 population of about 40,000. Obviously these
figures do not reflect the seasonal influx of people, of which
no accurate estimate is available.
The population growth record of the past is clear, but of
prima.r,y concern now are the probabilities of future growth.
What trend will the growth curve take in the years that lie
ahead, and how many permanent people will the governing body be
required to prepare and provide public facilities for? The
rate of growth of a community or region is influenced by a number
of factors, among them being general economic conditions, opportunities for employment, the productivity of the natural resources and the desirability as a place in which to live; work
and play. Competition between differer~t sections of the country
and between sections of the same state are also decisive factors.
Although, numerically, the population of the nation is still
increasing, the rate of growth is leveling off or stabilizing.
From July, 19L~o, to July, 1947, the population of thirteen states
declined, but in that same period certain states and regions experienced population increases of 22 to 41 per cent. Florida
was in the latter group with an increa-se of 25.4 per cent - the
only southern state to l .... egister such a marked lncrease . These
population changes resulted directly from the war time migrations
from section to section for war pul.,poses. Locations considered
temporary during the war often became permanent afterwards.
These shirts and resultant population increases demonstrate the
selectivity of the people - their desire to locate and live in
regions of economic opportunity and pleasing enviro11ment. They
also emphasize the importance of competition between localities.
These movements reveal that the reser~voir of people is not only
approaching stabilization, but that the people in the reservoir
are responsiJ.ng to the impulse to change their places of abode,
which can be done so easily . 3uch movements of people are of
particular concern to the growing community whose future is so
dependent on climate, attractiveness , order and beauty.
Population growth trends of Fort Lauderdale have been pro jected by several independent agencies, and in each case the
projections follow similar courses. It is conceded generally,
barring an economic collapse, that the City will continue to
experience a substantial rate of growth, but in all probability
at a diminishing rato, as projected in Figure 6, from which the
following probable populations are taken.
1950

42,000

1955

55,000

1960

65,000

1965

78,000

1970

90,000

1980

110,000
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From these projected estimates , it is apparent that the
population of 1945 (26,185) will be doubled by 1955 and tripled
by 1965, less than twenty years hence.. The rate of these trends
may be retarded by a general economic recession, but judged by
the experience of the 1930-1935 and l935-19I~o periods, the rate
will be accelerated following any reaction .
In the be ginning the population of Fort Lauderdale was concentrated in a relatively small area cent ered by the river and
the railroad. In the years of growth and expansion that followed, the population spread over wider areas somewhat as shown
in Figure 7, but not · at a unlform rate. Figure 8 illustrates
how the population growth of the different sections has increased
since 1930.
While the population of the City as a whole increased 202
per cent from 1930 to 1945, the population of its several sec tions increased at varying rates. The area of mo~t intense
growth since 1930 was tl1at lying between the New River on the
south. and Sixth Street on tho north and east of tho railroad
in which the population increas e d from 1,985 to 8,625, or 334
per cent. The next area of greatest growth was that south of
the New River, east of the railroad, the population of which
increased from 1,321 to 3,704, or 181 per cent. Victoria Park
is in the former area and Rio Vista in the latter. The latter
also includes the industrial port area. The third area of great est growth was that lying west of the railroad and between Sixth
Street on the north and the South Fork of the New River, in
which population increased 166 per cent, from 3,040 to 8,085.
The fourth area, north of Tenth Street - Progresso - increased
123 per cent, from 1,542 to 3,439. The area of least growth
was that between the railroad and the South Fork, which increased
110 per cent, from 615 to 1,339.
From the~e figures and an examination of Figure S, the retarding influence of the railroad on growth we st thereof is
noticeable, as well as the retardinG effect of the river on
growth south thereof. An examination or these data in conjunction with a study of the distr i bution of building activity ,
as revealed by building permits (Figure 9), shows that the trends
of predominant growth are east, northeast and north. Growth
to the south, west and s outhwes t, however, should not be discounted. As the framework of ma jor streets is realized with lts
overpasses, and river traffic is so regulated to avoid the . delays incident to it, the south and wost orn portions of the City
will react with greatly accelerated growth. In these areas are
land tracts and vacant properties that will respond to development once they are more accessible. Similarly 1 industrial activity around the Port, and the construction of a highway to
the beach will greatly stimulate activity in that section.
The population of the United States as a whole is slowly
aging, i. e., tho percentage of t~o population over middle age
is steadily, if slowly, increasing. This portends that eventually tho nation will reach a static population whore births
just equal deaths, but if the · trend continues then the total
population of the country will begin to docline. 'l his. trend in
the Miami Region (as throughout Florida) is augmented by the
relatively large nun1ber of people of retirement age who have
either become permanent or winter residents because of thesal~
ubrious climate and the accompanying lower cost of livins, which
is particularly attractive to those living on a fixed income.
A few figures from Figure 10 will illustrate this trend. In
1930, those below 35 years of age constituted 61% of the population, in ten years they were only 56.5% of tho residents. Of
th.e: gro~ over 35, those of retirement a~e, 65 and over, were
but I~.6;o in 1930, but rose to 6.4% by 1940, an increase of almost L~o%. During the same period the group of 19 and under
dropped from 33.3% in 1930 to 27.9% in 1940, a reduction of 16%•
This regional population was 75% white in 1930 and 76.2% in 1940,
while the State ·figures were 70.5% and 72.8% respectively. The
sexes were evenly divided.
·
1
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Service ·workers

995

Labor, except Farm

774

Farm Labor

These people were employed · by industry as follows:
Agriculture

832

Construction

Manufacturing

366

Transportation 562
Utilities
1,573
Retail
Professional, Government,otc . 931

Wholesale
Services

17.5
2,270
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Service Workers

995

Labor, except Farm

774

625

Farm Labor

These people were employed · by industry as follows:

Manufacturing

832
366

Wholesale

175

Agriculture

Services

2,270

Construction
Transportation Utilities
Retail

562
1, 573

Professional, Government,otc . 931
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Fort Lauderdale partially follows the regional trend . The
sexes are evenly divided, and the population shows the same aug mented aging ( Figure 11 ), the gpoup below 3.5 dropping from 60 . L~%
to 57 . 5% and tho retirement age group increasing from 5 . 4% to
7 . 0%. Tho white percont a g0 dropped, however , reversing the regional trend , from 76% in 1930 to 71 . 2% in 1940 . The active
mature group of great economic importance from 25-51+ years of
age remained practically stable , rising less than one per cent
from 45.5% in 1930 to 45 . ~~ in 1940 .
If these t~ends are projected along the population curve
(Figure 6 ) and age groupings estimated for 1975, ,it is found that
the retirement o.ge ·group wi1·1 approximate 12% of the population .
Tho next cldpst group , 45-64 yoars , wi11 comprise 26.7% of the .~
residents . Thus , 38.7% of the population will be . over 45 years >
old, a group that in 1940 was only 26. 5%. The youth·. group , ul::ld,ar
l9 , · which was 28 . 3% in 1940 , will decline approximately lO% . to
25.5% after the bulge of the "war babies" has pass)od its majority .
Thoro will remain-a group botwoen 19 and.45 constituting 35 . 8% ·of
the population, which · in.. l9L~O was · .45 . 1%. Tho negro population
will decline to loss than 20%.
Those estimates have a great bearing on tho type and extent
of certain developments in Fort Lauderdale . The older retired
group , if they aro to be attracted and retained , must have pass ive· recreation, wide sidewalks , easy curbs and gutters , and adequate protection from traffic accidents , as well as frequent
rostine; places . Th8 more active sports will not require the expansion that a straight doubling of the population would assume .
The development of centers of activity , commercial , recreational ,.
cultural , rather than indiscriminate dispersion will assist
in maintaining and enhancing the community's appeal . Thoro wi l l
be a tendency to segregate the tourists and their attractions
from the residents and their way of life . Thi~ tendGncy must be
resisted if the lure of the community is to be maintained so
that tho principal industry may flourish .
I·

Tho people of the City are variously employed . The study
of the economic background revealed that industry as repre sented by manufacturing plays a minor role in the economy . Ag riculture , cattle raising and dairying is playing an increas ingly conspicuous part , but commerce and trade catering to the
tourists, with all the collat eral activlties arc tho economica l
mainstays . Thus the employments follow this pattern . In 1940,
there wore 7,674 people in the Fort Lauderdale labor force .
These oc cupations are sot forth in Table III :
TABLE Ill
OCCUPATION STATUS - FORT LAUDERDALE, 19Lj-O
Professional

423

Semi-Professional

Managers .

109

Proprietors , Managers ,
Officials
961
Craftsmen, Foremen, etc . 792

Clerical , Sales

-

1, 164

119

Operatives

704

Domestic Servants

946

Servi c e Workers

995

Farm Labo r

625

Labor, exc ept Farm

774

These people were employe d · by industry as follows :
Agri culture

832

Construction

Manufacturing

366

Whol esale

175

Transportation Uti l ities
Retail

Ser vices

2,270

562
1 ,573

Professional , Government , otc . 931
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Only 42 per cent of the population is in the labor force,
which is 10 per cent less than that of the three-county area.
This indicates that many of the Fort Lauderdale residents are
retired. The retired class (ovor 65) has incr0ased from 11.2
per cent of the metropolitan population in 1930 to 14.5 per cent
in 1940, which proportion is steadily increasing. The absence
of economic opportunities except in tho tourist trade and agriculture determines the development which will eventuate . But,
on this basis, an economy based upon gracious living, can be
erected.
Any large scale development of port Everglades wou~rl increase the number of workers in the transportation field. Similarly) tho location of any new manufacturing plants in or around
the City would increase the number of industrial operatives. It
is unlikely, however, that a manufacturing plant for processing
raw or s omi -fini shf~d materials of sufficient size and employment capacity to effect the existing ratio will be established
at oithor the Port or within the immediate vicinity of the existing city limits. Fort Lauderdale's greatest stock in trade is
not an adequate trained labor force but climate and a place to
live . This is its a·ttractivenoss and its magnetic force.
Tho phenomenal growth of Fort Lauderdale will be maintained,
though at ~ slowly decreasing tempo, only so long as the high
standards which have obtained. in the past are maintained and
strengthened. It is those high standards which have been the
attractiveness and the magnet that have drawn distinctive people
to a distinctive community. The future population following
the national and ree;ioJ.lal trends, and augmented by local conditions, will have a laPgo proportion of older people. Their
requiraoments must bo anti.cipated or ·competitive areas may prove
more attractive. Economic opportunity will be found in trade
and conunerce cat ering to the tourist trade and serving the older
permanent population. Industry must not bo allowed to interfere
with the tourist and residential potential of the community and
its development should be restricted to the Port area.

LAND USES

Since its day as a pioneer trading post tho ideas, spirit
and plans of many people l:ave entered into tho formation of the
mosaic pattern that today is Fort Lauderdale. Groat credit is
due those bold dovGlopors of the twenties who carved the many
spacious dwelling areas from the virgin land and protected them
by strict deed covenants, and, also, commendation to the City
Commission that initiated and adopted the first zoning ordinance,
one of tho first in Florida, that has done so much to shape the
land use pat ·t.,orn of t o·d ay.
Figure 12 shows how the various land uses arc distributed
throughout the corporate area and Fl.guro 13 shows the extent of
vacant undeveloped lands. Table IV and lt'igure 14 show the distribution of land uses in different quadrants of the City.
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TABLE IV
LAND USE DISTRIBUTION (ACRES) BY QUADRANTS
GROSS AREA NORTHEAST NORTrnVEST SOUTHEAST SOUTHWEST
QUADTIANT QUADTIANT QUADRANT QUADRANT
(ACRES)
Single Family
Duplex
Multiple Family
Commercial
Industrial
Railroad
Water
Stree ts
Vacant
· Public & SemiPublic

Northeast
Northwest
Southeast
Southwest

9~0

L~

J~

394
32
57

162
10

38

9
19

4~
57

181

10

12

10
38

ltt

86

11.5

203

2
7
17

8

20
408

~~

5,980

ur

1,620

1,004
1,770

596

1,070

263
1,520

206

btl6

k5

33

412

11,871

3,852

3,113

2,396

2,_510

1,10~
2, 5o~

north
north
south
south

Quadrant:
Quadrant:
Quadrant:
Quadrant:

of
of
of
of

r.,iv or,
rive r,
riv er,
r iv e r,

east
west
cast
wost

of
of
of
of

c.

F. E.
F. E.
F. E.
F. E.

c.
c.
c.

From the se data it is int eresting to not e that less than
t en per cent of the gross corporate ar ea i s occupied by dwellings and less than f:l.vo p or cent by commerce and industry. By
far the greatest amount of land is vacant and platt e d in streets
which togethe r accounts for mor e than sev enty p e r cent of tho
gross corporate area. The se studies also reve al the directional
trends of building. Re l a tiv ely mor e l and is utilized for dwelling purposes in the North east Quadrant than in tho others.
The following tabl e shows how the pr e sent land uses at Fort
. Lauderdale compare with like uses in tho average American City.
TABLE V
FORT Ll\.UDERDALE
PRESENT USE
ACRES PER
ACRES
100 · PERSONS
PER 100 AVERAGE 22
ACRES PERSO~
CITIES

9~0
~ LL

3.60

LAUDERDALE
LAND NEEDED
FOR 70 1 000
PEOPLE

_]]_

0.28

0~07.

2,520
175
196

1,077

4.13

3.15

2,891

1L~6

38

o.56
0.15

0.18

392

C01vffi INED CO M~.IER CIA L
& INDUSTRIAL

184

0.71

Public & Somi-~ublic

906

3.4.8

1.10

2,436

Railroad

115

o.4J+

o.46

308

2,504

9.60

2.82

Single Family
Duplex
·
Multiple Family
TOTAL DWELLlNG USES
Commercial
Industry

Streets
~:·Predicated

I

on a

0.25

2.94
0.14

FORT

10.5

497

194.5 population of 26,000

The above figures clearly reflect the residential quality
of Fort Lauderdale, 4.13 acres per 100 persons as compared with
3.15 acres per 100 persons in the average city. The preponderance of streets is also shown.
-11~

Although tho amount of land occupied by duplexes and apartments is relatively greater in Fort Laud erdale than elsewhere,
their distribution is great er in tho nort l1east quarter than in
other sections. During the past y ear moro land has been utilized by single family development than by apartment s .
These land us e studies, in conjunction with t h o distribution and location of now construction (Figure <)) during the past
decade, show the trend of land us e s on wh ich the revised zoning
plan was predicated. Using the figure of 4.13 acres per 100 persons as a base in computing future residential land needs, a
population of 80,00Q~w.~ll absorb about 3,300 acre s of land,which
is three times mor~tnrcrn curr ently occupie d by dwelling uses.
The proposed zoning ordinance wi ll satisfy that requirement.
Within the corporate area of Fort Lauderdale ther e are now nearly 6,000 acres of vacant land which could readily accomodato any
projected ne eds for many years to como.
The revised zoning ordinance has simplifi e d many provisions
of the earlier one and added othe r provisions to strengthen and
improve it. The zone classification s and their r espe ctive provisions have be en modified to conform be ttor to existing trends
and needs. Provisions have b oon introduced which zoning procedure and legal int erp re tation els ewhe r e have j u stified. In its
entirety tho ordinanc e is modern and to a g r oat extent will preserve and continuo the high class of dev e lopment that so notably
characterizes Fort Lauderdal e as an outstanding city.

THE

STREET SYSTEM

Tho stre e t syst em is one of tho most important, if not the
most important, element of the City•s physical structure. Streets
enable people to trav e l from thei r dwelling plac es to their
places of employment, to their s hopping cent e rs and from one section of the City to another. Stre ets are also tho paths of travel from areas outside the Ci ty into and through the City. The
relative location of stree ts, their orientation and freedom from
deficiencies and defects det e rmine t h eir us efulness and r elative
importance as carri e rs of traffic.
Not all streets are of equa l i mportan c e . State and f ederal
highways into and through tho Ci ty, dire ct thoroughfares leading from neighborhood areas to t h e c entral busine ss district are
of primary importanc e . Int er-nei ghborhood streets and those
that arc p ~ rts of circumfer ential r outes ar o of secondary importanc e , whereas stre e ts providing c i rcula tion with tn n e ighborhoods,
or morely access to dwelling s or ot he r p l a c oi3 , are of minor importance. Correlated, howov or, t ho s e s tr eets of diffe r ent functions constitute the ba s ic framework around which the City will
grow and develop.
In the platting of a city, subdiv i sion by subdivision, the
str ee t system is creat e d and stre ets are de dicat e d as public
ways, often far in advance of corporate expansion. At such times
of rapid dev elopment, little or no thought is given to anticipated growth and future needs. No land usc pattern defining orderly growth, no subdivision regulations or controls or no skeleton
framework of principal streets are available. In the absence of
directional guides and plans, subdividers freely plat land use
patterns yielding the maximum of return, rega rdless of the effect
such patterns will hav e on the ultimate growth and development
of tho community. Such unregulated practicon encourage and promote the wrong kind of land us e s, overcrowding of land and result in many unne cessary stre et jogs, abrupt terminations or
dead ends and constricted street widths, which in tho succ e eding
years of development penalize tho stre e t system as a municipal
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utility. Minimum, simple standa,.rds of S'lJ.bdivision design, applied in tho oarly stagos, W01:tld havo obviated many of tho glaring defects and doficiencios that today aro tho source of many
headaches.
The initial plan of Fort Lauderdale was a rigid rectangular
pattern, platted on both sides of tho rivor and tho railroad.
With few exceptions, this initial rectangular pattern, slavishly
extended throughout tho City by successive subdividers (Figur e 3)
has resulted in a street syst em with many jogs and abrupt terminations (Fi gure 1.5) and varying stroot widths (Fi gure 16). Although str~oots 5o foot wide aro predominant throughout the col. . porato a1.,ea, thoro aro o. number of streets of generous widths
(80 foot and ovor ) in SQctions of tho least growth.
Tho contrai business district is the focus to which most of
the circulating traffic is dir-octod during the course of tho day.
It is estimated that some time during each day, ovary car travels into or through tho central business district. To roach this
central focus, traffic habitually gravitates to thos e few streets
that afford tho most direct, oasy and sn.fo access with a minimum
of defects and obstructions. As a r esult of this habit, certain
streets attain a dogroo of importance that through tho yoars roso lve them into tho semblance of a street framework. In Fort
Lauderdale parts of this :framework wore established pursuant to
the Scherrunorhorn plan of strcotG .
Tho flow of tro.ffi. c ln Fort Laud er dale ls predominantly
north and south (Figure 17). East of the railroad (Florida East
Coast), Andrews Avenue , Sixth Avcnuo (Federal Highway ) and At lantic Boulovn.rd along tho beach are the principal north and
south artorios. Un tho wost sido of the railroad there arc no
similar continuous north and south streets , but instead, several
streets arc utilized with brigo crossings over tho river at Seventh and Eleventh Avonucs, Southv1es t. Andrews Avenue . crosses
the railroad at Sovonth Stroot continuing north thoroof to the
city limits~
Tho rai lron.d, bisecting tho City from north to south, is a
distinct obstruction to traffic moving from the wost to tho east
sido of tho City. Thi s burrier has boon a retarding influence to
growth and development wes t of the railroad (Figure 0).
No street oxtonds unobstructed from tho west limits of the ·
City to tho beach. Tonth Street on tho north extended westerly,
howev or, can bo developed into such a stroot . Sixth Street,
Broward Boulevard and Las Olas Boulevard north of tho river, and
Sixth, Sovonth and Twenty-Fourth Streets, south · of tho river, aro
hhe principal cast and we st streets. Las Olas Boulovo.r·d is tho
only stre e t extending eas t erly to tho beach aroa from its dead
end into::.~s o ction at Andrews Avonuo. South of tho river thoro is
no street ox t ondir~ to t ho boach ar oa .
One of the objects of a master str ot plan is to provide a
coordinate d framework of streets that will :

le

Provide eas y, safe , unobstru cte d t raffic flow into and
between any se ction of the City.

2o

Provide circmnforential rout es around tho central business district to distributo tho traffic load and thoroby reli uve much congestion now encountered .

3~

Promote a bettor balanced, moro uniform development; improve utility value of areas now inaccessible.

4.

Provide diroct arteries of adequate capacity to moot
noeds of moro rapidly developing sections .

5.

Encourage the int egrity and distinctiveness of neighborhood dwelling areas .
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3.81

3.5
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PERSONS PER
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION PASSENGER
BROWAI1D :8,0fi~~ t..icft~:RDALE CAR(BROWARD)

1950
1955
1960

?8,000

42,000

90,000
110,000

6.5,000

55,000

22,300
25,800
37,000
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12 . 000
16.9 000

21~600

3.5
3.5
3.0

6.

Provide a framework adequat e to meot the land use needs
as defined in the zoning ordinance.

The framework of major stre e ts should be de signed to serve
the corporate aren. as a. whole an.d the areas tributary to it. It
should be designed primarily to ac~1w~atc the increasing volumes
of fluid traffic with case, safety and speed. The component
parts of the master stre et plan pe rform services comparable to
those performed by a system of drai nage channels. The capacity
of the prlncipal mains or arteries must be adequate to receive
the contributions from the tributary areas which, in turn, are
served by lat erals and branches of l ess or capacities.
Tho relative capacities of tho sev eral component parts depond on the volwne of traffic generated by tho tributary are a s
now and in tho future, which, in turn, depend on the rate of
growth and developme nt of the tributary areas and the incidence
of automobile owner s hip.
Street widths, prope rty lino to prop erty line, should be adequate to accamnoja te not only roadways (pavements) of sufficient
width to discharge pros ont traffic volume s but roadways that Gan
be widened subsequently t o me et fut ur e needs. Whor e street
widths are not suff i ci ent toaccommo -dat e widene d roadways later,
sot-back lines shoul d b e establis he d to which th e strcot can ultimately be widened.
Automobile ownorsh~ p and usage throughout the Unitod States
and the South has l nc r Goso d tremendously since World War I, as
shown in Fi gu~e 18. In Florida and Browa rd County it is incre asing annually, as shovm b y Table VI.

rABLE VI
PASSENGER CAR REGISrRATION! FLffi i DA AND BROvVARD COUNTY
1227-19~7

YEAR

BROWARD COUNTY

STATE

1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932

6,655

309,677

.5,110

L~, 917

fr:tg~
4:~~i

~,969
,029

193,

193
193.5
1936
1937
1938

7,312
8;963
9,792
9,900
12,653
14,387
12,078
10, 238

19~9

19 ~0
1941
1942

19u
19

11,564

1945

13,2 ~

19L~6

17 $ !) Oc:
21, 19?

1947

PERSONS PER
PASSENGER CAR(BROWARD~

2.26

29~,751

28 ,766
2?1,601
268, 52
246, 7~-6
231,129
27L~, 679
3~-1, 9L.1
315,3.38

4.40

3.82

3L~6,

6Bo
3L,.6, 953
376,375
412,145

2.43

~61,4.56

f.17, 243
380,407
,99.~68
17' ~8.5
473,925
5~-9' 577

3.81

3.5

{?)

PERSONS PER
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION PASSENGER
~ 2f~VARD -FOfliii'LAUDERDALE BR OVifAl-l.Q POIf[Ji~~Qf.§:RDALE CAR ( BR OWARD)
POPULAT ~ ON

1950 7 8 ~000
1955 90,000
1960 110,000

42,000
55,000
6$,000

22,300

25,800

37,000

12 . 000
16~000
21~600

3.5
3.5

3.0
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Th o com:pa ~~ t c ..,fl.tral business district of Fort Lauderdale rest_r ic tod on -s : .- .c Juv.th by tho river and on tho west by tho
Florida j~~ac<t Co P.r c .r .n.ilwny - is curruntly plo.guod by an increasing tra f.r·:L e cong o ..:r~i on that threatens to destroy it as an economic ba s e,, Cnlo ss cor roctod by bold and dar i ng action, a functional do0 o nt : ~ n. !_ l z 2..·:~.~ on will sot in that w:J :J. blight a gr eater
pnrt of 1;h e a:ro e. 9.jl.J g reatly dimini 0h i tr; ,;·o:r.ao as a t ax 0ase .
Wi thi r. -~ J J.C' past- t wo : ."C!ll')s banks an:l ctho:· 1-:t: .~ L::.of s es fo ::..")_l!e rly
within c·:::c center ha". o constructed now s -c~~ -...., ctu-::' es remot e from the
center w~oro thoro i s rnoro freedom of movom a u ~ a nd a.n ability
to park. First Avonuo, which onco was tho pr· ~. ::.1clpnl commercial
street, is beginning to show evidences of Qetorioration, the unseen tentacles of which will gradually extend, unless chocked,
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This table shows that thG passenger car ownership in Broward County has multipli e d throe times since 1927, that since
1940 it has doubled. Although registrations declined during the
war years, since V-J Day they havo continued tho upward trend.
In 1930 there woro L~.4 pooplo for every registered passenger car,
but in 1940 this figure had bo on r oducod to 2.1~3 and in 1945 it
was 3.8. It is apparent from the tr ond that on the average t here
will be one car for every family, This would indicate that by
1960 the passenger car r egistration in Broward County will bo
nearly twice what it is today. In other words, tho stroot system
of Fort Lauderdale must be able to acc.ommcxlato a normal fluid
traffic volmne twico tho present size in 1960, plus the groat influx of transient seasonal traffic, the volume of which has boon
variously estimated at nearly double tho normal volume. Obviously this will bo a burdensome load.
Traffic flow studies wer-o made throughout the City in lat o

1946 and early 1947, which were supplemented by studies pr eviou s-

ly mado by the Florida State Road Department. Figure 17 diagrams the relative magnitude in the principal channe ls of traffic
flow. Tho so studi os of tr~afflc flow t h roughout. the City were
aug1:1onted by studios within the dis trict surrounde d by Browar d
Boulevard on tho nor th, Fodora l Hi ghway on the east, tho riv er
on the south and t ho Flori da East Coast Railway on the wes t,
From those studi es i t was estimat e d that more than 50,000 cars
per day woro using t h o st1.., oots ln t ho c entral district. The
traffic studios cmp~1a s i zo d the prominenc e of Andrews Avenue ,
Federal Highway, Ten th Stroot, Las Ola s Boulevard, Broward Bouleval'ld, Sov onth Avonuo !I ~i' ou.r th Avenu e and Twenty-Fourth Stroot ns
principal traff i c ar ··~E:· r.l . os .

Tho distributiolt of and relative population growth by sections was pre s ent e d previ ously. In 1947 there were some 11,000
dwelling units in Fo1.t. L[1udordale wh i ch by 1967 will increase to
some 28,000. Thes e wi l l be di s tribut e d t h roughout the Citv approximat e ly as shown in Fi gure 19. Tho s e additional dwellings
will be tho source of tho additiona l automobile volume to use the
streets.
Those s ev eral studio s relating to popul ation growth and
tren ds, automobile ovrner sb.ip and traffic circulation wore tho
basis of tho Ma s t er Str oo t Plan app r ov e d by the e lectorate of
Fort Lauderdale on March 18, 19LJ-7. This plan shows the principal clements of tho s troot plan, a lso their ultimate widths,
Since tho prop n.ration and adop tion of t h o Master Stroet Plan,
tho State Road Dopnr t mont has so loc to d a right-of-way for tho
Inter-Regional Sup er Hi ghway (U. So 1) through Fort Lauderdale,
as shovm ori tho g on oral Ma ster Plan (Pi gure 20). This now highway, following tho Se aboard Air Li ne right-of-way in th e west e rn
part of the City, Wlll g r~ oo. tly reli eve t ho pre sent Federal Highway o ~ much through tr n.ff ic without a de s tination within tho City.
In al:. probability polnts of acc e s s t o this highway should be
limit ed t o those at Te nth Stroot, Broward Boulevard and TwentyFourth 3~}.., oot on t ho south. But, notwithstanding, this super
highw3y will be a va luable adjunct to t ho Mast er street Plan, espec ially i n tho dov olopmont of lands in t ho western part of tho
Cityo
Tb.e com:pa (~t c ..~0. tral busine ss district of Fort Lauderdale re s t ,ri ct od on -~:; ::.- .c 3u1:·. th by tho ri vor and on t h o west by the
Flori da j.~:a~ t Co P.r t; .... r •.ilwny - is curruntly plo.guod by an increasing t raf.~:·· i c congo.-·r sion that threatens to destroy it as an oconom·ic ba se ,, 'Gnlo ss co:t: roctcd by bold and da r i ng action, a functional dn~o nt :~a !_ izc:.:..·:-:;.l. on will sot in that vi:.] :J. b light a gJ: oatcr
part of 1; h e a ~ee. 9.jl:J gre atly dimini :1h i "Ss vv:r.ao as a t ax base.
Wi thir. ·~ ] lC' pas t t wo :.~c!ll') s banks an i c tho:· l )t: :-~ L::.er s os fo:~?..1~e rly
within c·:::c center hl1". o cons tructed n ow s"C~7 t" ctu:::'es romot ·3 from tho
cantor w~o ro thoro i s mor o freedom of mov omon~ and an ability
to park~ First Avonuo, which onco was the p r· :7.::.1 clpa.l commercial
stroot, is beginning to show evidences of Qetorioration, the un~een tentacles of which will gradually extend, unless chocked,
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to Andrews Avenue, and with each successive extension encircle
additional areas and choke thorn wi th blight and degeneration.
The futuro of this central busine s s district, its character and
scope of expansion, is ono of the p ertinent problems confronting
the City.
The streets included in the Master Stroot Plan as approved
in I~arch, 1947, with their ultimate widthsJ are shown in Table
VII, also on Figure 21.
Tho various component parts of tho Master Stro ot Plan wore
s elected because of the ir respective locations and t he .practicability of i ntegrati ng them into a well balanced, coordinated
structural framework. They are spaced far enough apart to surround tho relatively largo dwelling areas tributary to tr1om, yot
close enough to p ermit ready access to any part of the City without the necessity of crossing and recrossing tho c entral business
district. Particular caro was given to correlate the syst em of
primary streets west of the Florida East Coast right-of-way with
the system east of the tracks. By tho construction of overpass e s
at T enth~ Twelfth, Twenty-Fourth nnd Broward Boulevard, tho east
and west of the City can be conne ct e d mor o intimately, and with
the construction of these overpasses, many of tho existing grado
crossings could bo clos e d, thorcby channeling all traffic over
the viaducts. This would obvinte the hazards and delays now resulting from long train movomonts and stoppages.
TABLE VII
COl:iPONENT PARTS OF MASTER S'l'REET PIAN

WIDTH

DESCRIPTION OF STREET

IN FEET

1.·

Ocean Boulevard from North City Limits to its
junction with North Atlantic Boulevard

60

2.

Atlantic Boulevard (North and South) from its ,
junction with Ocean Boulevard south to its junction
with Seabreeze Avenue at Harbor Beach Subdivision
and continuing south along Seabreeze Avenue in
Harbor Beach Subdivision

80

Southeast Fifteenth Street from Intracoastal Waterway west to Southeast Sixth Avenue (Federal Highway)

100

3.

4.

Southeast Seventeenth Street from Intracoastal Waterway west to Southeast Sixth Avenue (Federal Highway) 100

5.

Northeast and Northwest Tenth Streets from Atlantic
Boulevard west to Northwest Ninth Avenue, and Chateau
Park Drive to Northwest Tenth Place, and Northwest
Tenth Place and Northwest Tenth Place Extended to
the Seaboard Air Line Railroad
100

6.

Northeast Sixth Street from Victoria Park Road westward to Northeast Fifteenth Avenue

60

7.

Northeast and Northwest Sixth Street from Northeast
Fifteenth Avenue to the Seaboard Air Line Railroad

70

8.

East Las Olas Boulevard from South Atlantic Boule- .
vard over Intracoastal Waterway and over the Causeway on said East Las Olas Boulevard to the west
thereof

80

East Las Olas Boulevard from the western end of the
Causeway westward to Sospiro Canal Bridge

100

9.
10.

East Las Olas Boulevard from Sospiro Canal Bridge
westward to South Andrews Avenue
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80

DESCRIPTION OF STREET

WIDTH
IN FEET

Victoria Park Road frmn Northeast Eighth Street
to East Broward Boulevard

60

12.

East Broward Boulevard from Victoria Park Road
westward to Southeast Sixth Avenue (Federal Highway)

80

13.

East and West Broward Boulevard from Southeast Sixth
Ave·nue (Federal Highway) westward to the western
City Limits

70

Southeast and Southwest Ninth Street from Southeast
Sixth Avenue (Federal Highway) westward to Southwest
Fourth Avenue

70

15.

Southwest Nine teenth .Street from Southwest Fourth
Avenue westward to Southwest Seventh Avenue

80

16.

Southeast and Southwest Twelfth Street from Southeast
Sixth Avenue (Federal Highway) westward to Southwest
Ninth Avenue

80

17.

Southwest Twelfth Street from Southwest Fifteenth
Avenue to Seaboard Air Line Railroad

80

18.

Southeast Eighteenth Court from Southeast Sixth
Avenue (Federal Highway) westward to South Andrews
Avenue

80

Southeast and Southwest Twenty-Fourth Street from
Southeast Tenth Avenue westward to Southwest Ninth
Avenue

100

11.

Northwest Eighteenth Avenue from Northwest Tenth
Place to Northwest Sixth Street

70

21.

Southwest Eighteenth Avenue from Southwest Ninth
Street to Southwest Twelfth Street (Davie Boulevard)

70

22.

Northwest Ninth Avenue from North Corporate Limits
to Northwest Tenth Street

100

23.

Northwest and Southwest Seventh Avenue from Northwest Tenth Stre et to Southwest Ninth Street

80

20.

Southwest Fourth Avenue from Southwest Ninth Street
to Southwest Tvventy-Fourth Street

100

North and South Andrews Avenue from Sixteenth Street
(Northeast and Northwest) to Eleventh Street (Southeast and Southwe s t)

70

26.

South Andrews Avenue from Eleventh Street (Southeast
and Southwest) to junction with u. s. Hi.ghway No. 1

100

27.

Northeast Fourth. Avenue from North City Limits to
Progresso Drive

80

28.

Northeast and ~outheast Third Avenue from Flagler
Street to Southeast Second Street

80

Southeast Third Avenue from Southeast Second Street
to Northeast River Drive

70

30.

Southeast Third Avenue from Southeast River Drive to
Southeast Eighteenth Court

80

31.

u. s.

25.

Highway No. 1 from the North City Limits to
the South City Limits
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100

WIDTH
DESCRIPTION OF STREET

IN FEET

32 .

Northwest and Northeast Fourteenth Street from
Northwest Ninth Avenue to Northeast Fifth Terrace

60

33 .

Northeast Fourteenth Street from Northeast Seventh
Avenue to Northeast Ninth Avenue

60

Northeast Fourteenth Avonue from Northeast ThiPteenth
Street to Northeast Second Street

60

35.

-

Southeast Fifteenth Avenue from East Broward Boulevard to East Las Olas Boulevard

60

Southwest Eleventh Avenue from West Broward Boulevard
over North ~ork of New River to South Fork of New
River

60

37 .

Southwest Seventh Street from Southwest Coconut Drive
eastward to Southwest Seventh Avenue

60

38 .

Horthwest River Drive from Southwest First Avenue west
along the north bank of New River to Southwest Fourth
Court , and Southwest Fourth Court to Southwest Seventh
Avenue
60

39 .

Southwest River DJ•ive from Southwest First Avenue along
south bank of New River to Southwest Sixth Avenue, then
along Southwest Sixth Avenue to Southwest Fifth Place ,
thence along Southwest Fifth Place to Southwest Seventh
Avenue
60
Southwe3t Second Street from South Andr•ews Avenue to
Southwest Second Avenue

70

Southwest Sec·ond Street from Southwest Second Avenue
to Southwest Seventh Avenue
·

80

Southeast Sixth Street from South Andrews Avenue to
Southeast Sixth Avenue

70

Northeast Flagler Drive from North Andrews Avenue to
Northeast Tenth Street

66

44·

Northwest Fi.rst Avenue from We st Broward Boulevard
to Northwest Second Street

70

.45.

Southeast Second Street from Southeast First Avenue
to Southeast Sixth Avenue

6o

46.

Southeast Second Street from South Andrews Avenue to
Southeast First Avenue

6o

Northeast First 3treet from North Andrews Avenue to
Nortb.o a s t Third Avenue

70

Northeast First Street from Northeast Sixth Avenue
westward for 100 feet

70

Seabreeze Avenue from East Las Olas Boulevard south
to Coast Guard property

70

So .

Northwest and Southwest Third Avenue from Northwest
River Drive to 125 feet northwest of Sixth Street

6o

51 .

Northwest and Southwest Fourth Avenue from Northwest
River Drive to 125 feet north of Northwest Sixth
Street

6o

Northwest Fifth Avenue and Southwest Fifth Avenue
from Northwest River Drli ve to 125 feet above Sixth
3treet on thG east, and continue north on the west
to Northwest Ninth Street

6o

48.

52 .
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DESCRIPTION OF STREET

WIDTH
IN FEET

Northwest and Southwest Sixth Avenue from Southwest
Second Street to Northwest Ninth Street

60

54.

Northwest and Southwest Ninth Avenue from Southwest
Second Street to Northwest Tenth Street

60

55.

Southwest Ninth Avenue from Southwest Seventh Street
south to Southwest Twenty-Fourth Street, or State
Road 84

60

Northeast and Northwest Fourth Street from Northwest
Eighth Avenue to the center line of Block 5 of Holmberg and McKee Subdivision

70

Northeast Third Street from Andrews Avenue east to
150 feet east oi' Federal Highway

70

58.

Northeast and Northwest Second Street from Northwest
Eleventh Avenue east to Northeast Seventh Avenue

60

59.

Northeast First Street from Northeast Third Avenue
to Northeast Sixth Avenue and from a point 100 feet
east of Northeast Sixth Avenue to Northeast Seventh
Avenue

70

6o.

Southeast Second Court from Federal Highway east
150 feet

60

61.

Southwest Sixth Street from Andrews Avenue west to
Seventh Avenue

60

62.

Southeast and Southwest Seventh Street from Seventh
Avenue Southwest to Southeast Sixth Avenue

70

63.

Northeast First Avenue and Northeast Second Avenue
and Northeast Third Avenue from Progresso Drive north
to 125 feet north of Northeast Tenth Street

60

Northeast Ei ghth Street and Northeast Ninth Street
f1')om the center of the block between Northwest First
Avenue and Andrews Avenue east to Progresso Drive

60

65.

Progresso Drive from North Andrews Avenue to Northeast Fourth Avenue

60

66.

Southeast Fourth Avenue from East Las Olas Boulevard
north to Sec ond Street

60

Southeast Fifth Avenue from East Las Olas Boulevard
north to Southea s t Second Street

60

Southeast First Avenue from Northeast River Drive to
Broward Boulevard

60

Southeast Second Avenue from East Las Olas Boulevard
to Southeast First Street

60

70.

Southeast First Street from South Andrews Avenue to
Southeast Third Avenue

60

71.

Ocean Boulevard from Lots 94 through 107 of Block 1
of Lauderdale Beach Subdivision

80

72.

Oakland Park Boulevard from Lot 1 of Block 20 and
Lot 107 of Block 1 of Lauderdale Beach Subdivision

70

56.

68.
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Circumferential movements of traffic around the c·entral
core were also given consideration because much of the confusion and congestion in the central section can be minimized by
providing and utilizing circumferential routes in traveling
across town. Inner, outer .and intermed:i..ary circumferentials
are desirable. By the improvement of Seventh Avenue Northwest
and Southwest, and the improvement of Ninth Avenue Southwest
and Southeast, an inner circumferential will be established with
Broward Boulevard and the Federal Higl1way the additional components. An intermediate circumfe1-aential will be established by
the improvement and utilization of Sixth Street Northwest and
Northeast, Federal Highway, Seventh Avenue Northwest and Southwest and Twelfth Street Southwest and Southeast. The outer
circumferential of Tenth Street, Atlantic Boulevard, Eighteenth
Avenue Northwest and Southwest and Twelfth Street Southwest and
Southeast requires the completion of either Fifteenth or Seventeenth Streets to the beach area.
Currently, the only highways to the beach are Tenth Street
on the north and Las Olas Boulevard from the center of the City.
Most of the traffic originating west of the railroad and south
of the river travels Las Olas Boulevard to the beach. This
situation should be relieved as early as possible by a highway
to the beach in the south part of the City comparable to Tenth
Street in the north. The selection of this southern route
should be governed by the cost of land acquisition and construction, and upon the attitude of the State Road Department relative to participation in its costs. The State may have good
reasons for preferring one route to the other because such a
road would doubtless become a link in the State system between
Atlantic Boulevard and the mainland. From a purely service
standpoint, one route would be as acceptable as the other.
These three circumferential routes would give the City a
system of well-sp aced ring streets .
As direct radials into the central core from the peripheral areas, Andrews Avenue, Federal Highway and Broward Boulevard
are still predominant; however, Andrews Avenue and the Federal
Highway are being supplemented by Third and Fourth Avenue,
Northeast and Southe ast, from the City limits on the north to
Eighteentb. Court on the south. Third Avenue, lying midway between Andrews and the Federal Highway , with a bridge over the
river, will be a factor in broadening the central business district and also providing a dire ct connection with the Court
House south of the river. Third Avenue should be widened now
from Sixth Street Northeast, southward.
,Vith the construction and completion of the new super expressway on the west side of the City, a large portion of the
through traffic now utilizi11g the Federal Highway will use the
new route, but, notwithstanding, the Federal Highway will become an increasingly heavy traveled artery because of its acess
to the fast growing areas in the northeast part of the City.
The through traffic will merely be replaced by local traffic.
And, too, much of t he through traffic will continue to use the
Federal Highway .
1

The river crossing is the most critical point on the Federal Highway. During the season, the 1,200-1,500 bridge openings per month create congested conditions north to Broward
Boulevard and beyond, but more particularly at the Las Olas intersection. To relieve the congestion at this point one of the
following methods should be employed:
1.

Require all charter boats to operate from wharfs removed from the central part of the City.

2.

Replace the present low level bridges with high level
structures or tunnels.
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3.

Coordinate the flow of land and water traffic to minimize bridge openings.

The selection of either bridge or tunnel should be predicated on economic conditions, primarily.
The erection of a new Florida East Coast Railway passenger
terminal in the vicinity of Nort11east Third Avenue and Northeast
Ninth Street would require the elimination of the Northeast Third
Avenue grade crossing at this point. A station plaza at this
location, however, would favor Third Avenue Northeast as the
route into the central district.
West of the Florida East Coast Railway, Seventh Avenue
would be established as the principal north and south artery betw0en Northwest Tenth Street and Southwest Ninth Street, and
thence via Southwest Fourth Avenue to Twenty-Fourth Street Southwest. And farther west, Eighteenth Avenue would be utilized similarly.
Broward Boulevard will become increasing ly important as the
City grows. In all probability, its development as a commercial
boulevard is not far distant, which will convert it into the
principal central cross town artery feeding from the Seaboard
Depot and City properties on the west to the central core of the
City. These possibilities emphasize the necessity of an overpass over the Florida Ea~t Coast Railway tracks.
With the development of the northern parts of the City, ·
Tenth Street will also become increasingly important, not only
as a distri butoxl of traffic but as a commercial street.
Between Broward Boulevard and Tenth Street lies Sixth Street,
that ultimately may be developed and extended to the beach as
a. secondary service street .
The plan proposes the improvement and widening of Victoria
Park Road between Tenth Street and Broward Boulevard, which will
relieve the Federal Highway of traffic originating in the newly
developed sections adjacent to Tenth Street and east of the Fed·
eral.Highway.
Such a ne twork as proposed here will enable the increasing
volumes of traffic originating in various parts of the City to
circulate freely and safely at all tlmes and avoid the congestion at the center. It vd.ll also promote a more uniform development of the lands within the City.

ROADWAY ,7IDTHS
1

The 1~ster street plan defines an arterial framework on
which roadways or pavements are constructed. The street widths
indicated on tho master plan (Figure 21) are the ultimate to
accammoiate roadways of adequate capacity to receive and discharg e the increasing flow of traffic resulting from the active
development of the different sections of. the City.
Figure 19 illustrates the probable distribution of dwelling
units throughout the corporate area of Fort Lauderdale in 1970.
These probable rigm")es were determined from a count of vacant
building sites and from estimates made by the Southern Bell Telephone Company. These data reveal that tho area east of the
railroad (Florida East Coast) and north of the New River will
expex~ience the most intensive development, a · trend based on
the population movements reflected in Figure 8. All the other
sections of Fort Lauderdale will likewise experience a proportionate development. These successive growths will increase
the volume of automobile traffic originating within each area.
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Traffic volume originating in the various sections of the
City will gravitate to established channels of flow. As an illustration, traffic oriGinating in now developments north of
Tenth Street, east of the Federal Highway will seek Tenth Street
and the Federal or Victoria Park Hoad in traveling to the central commercial focus. Tenth Street, therefore, will become
increasingly important from the west to east limits of the City
as the northern and northeastern part of the City develops.
Today a roadway twenty feet in width is adequate, but in twenty
years the roadway from the railroad eastward to the beach should
be at least sixty-four feet wide (two thirty-foot roadways, divided by a four-foot parkway strip). 'J est of the railroad a
roadway thirty-six to forty feet wide should be adequate.
The Northeast

~adi'ant

vv-ill be servo d. primarily by:

1.

Tenth Street.

2.

Broward Boulevard.

3.

Las Olas Boulevard .

4.

Sixth Avenue or Federal Highway .

5.

Atlantic Boulevard along the coast.

Of secondary

in~ortance

1.

Sixth Street .

2.

Fourteenth Avenue .

3.

Fourteenth Street .

4.

Victoria Park Road.

to the

gr~~th

of this area is:

The gradual improvement of these several streets will distribute the increasing volumes of traffic over wider areas and
simultaneously appreciat e the value of lands tributary to them.
South of Tenth Street, the Federal Highway (Sixth Avenue )
will continue to be an important ·north and south artery even
after the construction of the Super Highway . I.Iuch through traffic will continue to use it, which will bo supplemented by that
from tho rapidly developing northeast areas . The ultimate roadway width of this street should bo at least sixty-f our {64) feet,
fourteen ( lL~) feet wider than it is now.
The importance of Las Ola.s Boulevard from tho central business district to the be&ch will become greater, not only as a
co1nmercial thoroughfare, but as a major feeder to the central
beach area. It is the sole access to many of ~he growing island
developments. Because of its strategic location in the land
use pattern , the typo of development along Las Olas Boulevard
and its s c eni c qualities should bo preserv ed in the future. Nothjng should ever be permitted to destroy the present qualities
of this street. Ultimately, the roadway of Las Olas Boulevard
should be sixty-four ( 6!~) feet wide to the canal, and thence to
the beach be equipped with two thirty (30) feet roadways.
Atlantic Boulevard is an alternate State Road , and in the
future will be used increasingly by through traffic from the
north, especially when the proposod connection with the mainland
at the south end of the City has boon provided. This roadway
will be heavily traveled, and, therefore, should have a generous
width, from fifty-t ;r o (52) to sixty-four ( 64) feet. A clover
leaf at tho Las Olas connection would be highly desirable.
Broward Boulevard should be developed into a major east and
west artery in the central part of the City. It wil l be particularly serviceable in directing volumes of traffic flow away from
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the center.

West of the railroad (Florida East Coast) the road-

way should be forty (40) feet, and east of Andrew~ Avenue, six-

ty-four (64) feet.
desirable.

An overpass at the railroad would be very

Sixth Street, Victoria Park Road, Fourteenth Street and
Fourteenth Avenue should have roadways at least forty (40) feet
wide ultimately.
Between the railroad and the Federal Highway (Sixth Avenue)
the principal addition to the major framework is Third Avenue,
which from Tenth Street south should have a roadway at least
forty (40) feet wide . This roadway will serve greatly to relieve the increasing congestion on Andrews Avenue and further
serve the needs of an expanded business dlstrict.
West of the railroad (Florida East Coast) the streets requiring special treatment are:
1.

Seventh Avenue.

2.

Eighteenth Avenue.

3.

Eleventh Avenue .

4.

Fourth Avenue.

5.

Seventh Street Southwest.

6.

Twelfth Street Southwest.

7.

Twenty-fourth Street Southwest.

All of these streets should ultimately have roadway widths
of at least forty (40) feet.

THROUGH STREETS
A special ordinance of the City should establish the several component members of the master st1,.,eet plan as "'rhrough
Streets," streets on which the traffic has the right of way over
that entering from side streets. The north and south and east
and west Hthrough streets" should include the following:

NORTH AND SOU'FH

EAST AND WEST

Andrews Avm ue

Tenth Street

Seventh Avenue

Sixth Street

Third Avenue

Fourteenth Street

Sixth Avenue (Federal)

Broward Boulevard

Victoria Park Road

Las Olas Boulevard

Atlantic Boulevard

Ninth Street Southwest

Fourteenth Avenue

Twelfth Stroet Southwest
Twenty-Fourth Street

TRAFFlC CO:NTROL AND PARKING
Observations and checks . reveal that most of the traffic
volume flowing through the street channels of the City daily is
of local origin; a relatively small percentage of it originates
beyond the boundaries of the City. Although a large voltune of
traffic flous through Fort Lauderdale daily over the Federal
Highway, and during the winter months much transient traffic
flows in and out, these volumes combined are relatively small
compared with the traffic volume of purely local origin. During the course of a normal non-season day, it is estimated that
some 25,000-30,000 cars pass through the central business district, a volume which practically doubles during the season
months. A great percentage of these cars entering the business
district during the course of the average day desire to stop and
park, consequently in contemplating any plan of future development, cars at rest are as important as moving cars.
The component elements of the Master Street Plan were selected to distribute traffic of ever-increasing volume over a
wider area, and thereby n1inimize its concentration and resultant
congestion at the center. But, notwithstanding this distribution,
the control and regulation of traffic movements within the central core, and the storage and parking of cars, will continue
to be pr:oblems of magnitude to be met if the economic integrity
of the central area is to be maintained.
Cruising to find parking spaces and double parking retard
traffic movements, intensify congestion and enhance the probability of accidents. Con0estion and delay in the central district are further aggravated by the frequent openings of the
river bridges and the blocking of the railroad grade crossings
by long trains. The effects of these barriers in hours of
heaviest movement ar•e felt throughout the whole central area.
Congestion has a direct economic bearing on land uses and
values. In some cities the assessed values of central business
properties have declined 25 to 30 per cent in the past decade
bec.ause of unfavox·able traffic· conditions. When conditions become too complicated and acute, people begin to s·eek trade outlets where parking facilities are available and where traffic
can move more freely and safely. Enterprising and progressive
merchants and others are conscious of the trends. Some are
moving from the old established centers into more spacious areas
where adequate pa~kin~ facilities can be provided. Others are
providing 0 off street' parking services for customers on their
properties or on property near by. Super markets are illustrations o:f the former types of busine ss,and Burdine's the latter.
As the population of the City and its immE:diate tributary area
increases, tl1ese various problems incident to traffic will multiply and become more acute.
Studies made in a number of cities disclose that the drivers
of cars, regardless of their respective missions in the central
district, will seldom walk more than 1,200-1,500 feet from a
parking space to the point they transact business, a fact which
further emphasizes the importance of the problem.
The roadways of the central City should be of adequate width
to permit the free, safe movement of the traffic volume through
them which implies the regulation of traffic movements as well
as parkingo Roadways should be marked Off into channels or lanes,
each moving lane preferably twelve feet wide and each parking
lane eight feet wide. All tra.ffic should be kept rolling in the
moving lanes, and no double parking permitted. When the traffic
volurne in lanes becomes congested and the flow is retarded,
parking at the curbside should be prohibited. Curbside parking
reduces the carrying capacity of the roadway. Whatever its
width, parking reduces the carrying capacit7 by an amount varying from 43 per cent
for
wider roadways to ~7 per
cent for nar.
. '
.
..
.

'

rower roadways. A 40-foot roadway with no parking at the curb
has the same capacity as a 68-foot roadway onwhich parking is
permitted. Roadways are provided primarily for the moving of
traffic and not for its storage. Storage or parking is a remnant of horse and buggy days, but as long as it is permitted,it,
too, must be rigidly and strictly controlled for the use and
welfare of the greatest number. Loading and reserved zones for
more or less private use should be minimized in both number and
footage so as to release the greatest lineal footage of curb
to the public. Specially reserved zones are easily and frequently abused.
Curbside pa1'lking space is never adequate to ac.cornn1-roate the
cars desiring to use it, and as the automobile population increases, desirable spaces will become scarcer . In recent years
the parking meter has moderated the situation, and simultaneously increased the revenues of the City. Parking meters have
gone far to eliminate ~the all day parking nuisance, but, notwithstanding, they require close scrutiny and supervision.
It is costly and difficult, if not impossible, to widen
roadways in central business d:i.stricts. This means that ultimately the curlbside parking privilege will be abolished. In
anticipation of such a time , many progressive cities and businesses are currently pl.,oviding "off street" parking facilities
to meet the demands of the increased traffLc volumes. They
realize that such facili'ties must be provided to afford parking
services and preserve values,
"Off streetu parking facilities can be established and operated in one of several ways :
1.

By the municipality,

2.

By a created Authority .

3.

By private enterprise.

4.

Jointly by municipality and private enterprise.

In many cases the municipality assmnes full responsibility,
which seems to be pr·eferable. In rome cities "Parking Authoritiesn have been created by the legislature, having power to
"construct, maintain and operate places for the parking and
storage of vehicles by the public." Such authorities have been
authorized in Uiami and Richmond, Virginia. In Michigan, the
legislature recentl.Y passed an enabling act under which municipalities "may acquire, improve, enlarg e, extend and operate
automobile parking facilities • • • , • • • and may finance
them through the issuance of revenue bonds." In T.Iinnesota 1 the
city of Saint Paul was authorized by the legislature to create
a "Central Business District Authoritytt with power to acquire
property, finance and develop parking facilities, but in addition, rehabilitate rundown, obsolete business properties.
In Philadelphia, the city is acqulri ng and equipping the
facilities, but leasing the operations t hereo~. to private enterprise. In several cities, notably ·v Jaohington, D. C., and
Cincinnati, Ohio, private enterprise (dep artment stores mainly)
has erected and operates "off streetn par• king facilities. In
Cincinnati, one store has erected a 1,200 car storage garage
for transient use, on the ground floor of which are small shops
and a restaurant. In Al~·- entown , Per..nsylvania, the merchants of
the central business di8trict creat~d a corpor&.te body to acquire and operate "off str·eet 11 parking f&cilities, which orreration has been very succe s sful. In 02.kland , Califox•nia, 2. 'Downtown I.Ierchants Parking Acsociation" was formed to establish
parking sites. Today they operate six lots with a capacity of
more than 800 cars.
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Regardless of the method employed to accomplish the results, by either public or prlvate initiative, the facilities
provided are self-liquidating through the receipt of service
charges. Open lots are provided with stalls, each equipped
with a parking meter (Miami Beach).
To assure the financial success of 11 off street" parking
facilities, it is necessary to regulate curbside practices
rigidly and strictly. Where a number of curbside spaces are
reduced, a like number should be provided elsewhere to compensate for the reduction.
According to information recently gathered by the International City Manager's Association, 345 cities out of 875 reporting, now have one or more "off street" parking lots in operation, marlci'ng a 63 per cent increase over 1942 when only 211
cities operated such facilities.
Traffic is one of tho major forces influencing the character and growth of cities, consequently, tho control and regulation of traffic movements and parking are of utmost importance
to the City as a whole, but more particularly to the central
commercial nucleus. Ordinances should regulate the flow and
distribution of · traffic through the streets , define speed limits
and speed zones, designate "th:rough 11 streets , "one-way" streets
and establish a system of directional guides and lights, and
regulate the practices of parking. loading and unloading. The
purpose of such regulations is to keep traffic rolling safely
with reasonable speed and a minimum of delay.
Traffic circulation and parking are especially acute in
the central area ar Fort Lauderdale, bounded by the railroad
(Florida East Coast), Broward Boulevard, the Federal Highway
and the New River, in which lies the principal high value commercial district. All other sections of the City are tributary
to and quite extensively dependent on this relatively small,
compact area. The complexity of the traffic and parking problems of this area are accentuated by its proximity to the river
on the routh with its two bridges, the railroad on the west with
its hazardous grade crossings and the abrupt termination of Las
Olas Boulevard at its intersection with Andrews Avenue (Figure
22).
Outside of, and extending from, this central district are
other com..vnercial areas, north and south along Andrews Avenue
and the Federal Highway , westerly along Second Street and easterly along Las Olas Boulevard (Fi gure 12), in which the traffic and pa rking problems are of impo1'ltance but only secondary
to those cohfronting the central core.
Commercial activity wi thin this contral district is confined principally to First Avenue Southwest, First Avenue Southeast, Andrews Avenue, Second Street Southeast, Las Olas Boulevard
and the Federal Highway. The High School property occupies a
considerable area in the northeast corner of the district. Much
of the area ( east of First Avenue Southeas t and north of Las
OlasJ is still r esid ential, but in a state of transition to commerc A. Because of this land use pattern, major traffic movements are concentrated on Andrews Avenue Rnd Las Olas Boulevard.
The expansion of connnorcial acti vi tics i:J.to those soctions now
resi ~.en tial, the improvement of Third P.venuc Southeast and
Second Street Southeast, ~ill tend to distribute the traffic
flo r1 OV ·3:.." a broader area ~ but such expansion will bG a<"'companiod
by ~'.. cc·mi11.·~ nsurate increasv in population and nu.mbe~ of mo tor
vehi ~~ le s .,
In that part of the c entral district d0voted predominantly
to commerce, wherein the problems of traffic circula~ion and
parking are the most acute (Figure 23) 1 there are approximately
1,465 available parking spaces - curbside and off street. Of
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In the not-too ... distant future, when t:hr:. 1J:1_gh S::hool moves
to a site farther north, a largo part o.r i.:·_,e .;:':'·act 8~:1uvl d be
allocated to Hoff st:t'eet 11 parking. This R..re3. C'!ould 'hr; ~·yrepa.red
readily to accommodate several hundl. . ed cD.l'f, an d, l n.r c:. r, as the
demand justifies, bo impl'loved with a multi-storied :r::::.::."' .!.. tng
structur0,. This tract of land lies in tho line of c c:r.'.l'Jl·3rcial
development , not too far from tho intersection of LQ s Clas Boulevard and Andrews Avenue. A parking facility locatoa in this
area could be equipped with parking meters adj~sted to different
time periods - on0, two and throe hours.
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In the not-too---distant future, whel"l. t:hr-:. !:-Ii. Gh S::1~ool moves
to a si to farther north, a largo part o.f ·~. :~e .;x·act ~~~luvl d be
allocated to Hoff street 11 par k ing. This Ft.C03. r,ould. ·hr.: ~·yrepared
readily to accommodate s e veral hun dl. . ed co.i:r , ~1.n d, l n.r c:. r, as the
demand justifies, be impl~oved with a mult i -st oried :r:::-.-; .~t ng
structur0 ,. This tract of land lies in t ho line of c c r.·m-3rcial
development, not too far from tho int e rsection of LQ s Clas Boulevard and Andrews Avenue. A par'king facility locatod in this
area could be equipped with parking meters adj~sted to different
time periods - one, two and throe hours.
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the 608 curbside spaces, 283 are metered and 325 unmetered. The
latter should be metere d now. Ther e are also 607 spaces "off
street n for public use and s orne 250 fol"" private or semi-public
uses. Included in the latt er are a bout 80 spaces on railroad
property south of 3 ocond Street b etwee n tho depot and Flagler
Street Southwest, also spac e s adjac ent to restaurants, hotels,
Elk's Club and s tores. · Excluding the 250 spaces for customer
service, there r emain 608 curbside and 607 11 off street" spaces
available to the public, 1 1 215•
Short time parkers are more
interested i11. curbs i de spaces than in u off street" lots because
of the tariff differential, which imposes a heavy demand on curbside space. Then, t oo., ther e is no charge or time limit on some
of th~ curb spac e . Outside t he c entral distri9t there are about
100-125 additional met'o rs and s everal n or·r street" parking · placos.
Assuming that all the available parking spaces (1,465),
curbside and "off street" were used as much as five times per
day, which would bo a hi gh r ate of turnover, thoy could accommodate in the aggregate about 7,300 cars pe r day. They do not,
however, accommodate this number because many of the spaces are
occupied by cars for the entire day. Then, too, only 600 of
the spaces are curbside. 'Nh en it is realiz e d that a majority
of the cars circulating through tho di strict daily (25,00030,000) want to park ncar tho plac e they transact business, the
nature of tho problem can be a ppr e ciated. Also, these calculations are predica t ed on pr e sent conditions, not on conditions
produced in a City whose population is s everal times what it is
now. It is a pparent tha t there are not enough parking spaces
available for short time parl{ing. There should bo now at least
1,000 to 1,200 met ered spaces in the district to accommodate
the demand.
Increased growth will impose addi t _ional restrictions on
the use of roadway channels. One-way str eets will be introduced• c.urbs i de parking will be curtail e d and many land parcels now op erated a s private pa rking lots will be occupied by
structures further limiting tho number of parking spaces. The
situation is critica l now, but not as a cute as it will become
if resolved to the course of l east resistance.
To preserve the value and int egrity of the central commercial district, att ention should b e focused ncwon future parking
provisions before commercial expansion becomes too active in
the district. It would be advisable, therefore, for the City
to consider tho acquisition of properti e s for utilization as
"off street" parking faciliti es - e ither lots or structures.
It would also be a dvisable to urge t h e developers of commercial
prop e rties within this area to provide 11 intra block" parking
facilitics, . oither indiv i dually or in con junction with adjoining prope rty owners, a pr actice wh ich is bei ng followed in a
number of cities. Usually within blocks - at the rears of
storos - enough land can be set aside to provide for both customer parking and " off stree t" loading and unl oading. Figure 24
illustrat e s how the area between tho riv or ani Las Olas Boulevard migh t be tre a t e d to provide not only additional s hops but
park ing f a ciliti 0s . Land parc e ls acquir ed by the C:l ty for 11 off
strcot" parking fa cilities can be financ r; d b y r ov o:J.ue bonds redeemable from parki ng meter revenues, a :;J :r.~s.c. t i. ce thti.t is also
being followed .,
In the not-too-distant future, when t:hf.. !:ii.3 h S::r ool moves
to a site fart h or north, a largo p art oi' 1. :."~ e .; ~ act ~:'1. u v l d be
allocated to n off street 11 parking. This Rr e 3. r,oul d r1r; ~~ repared
readily t o accommodate s everal hun dr•ed co.}:f , an d, l ::F c. r , as the
demand justifies, be imp:J..,oved with a mult i -st oried :r: s.::.!.. t ng
structur0 ,. This tract of land lies in t ho line of c c r.·m·3rcial
developme nt, not too far from tho int ersection of LQs Clas Boulevard and Andrews Avenue. A parking facility located in this
area could be equipped with parking meters adj~sted to different
time periods - one, two and throe hours.
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The i deal plan for t he futuro dovol opmont of For. + T_,aud erdalo
would reloc a t e the Flor i da Ea s t Co as t Ra ilway in t h e ~G 3to rn p a rt
of t he City , and conve rt th e p resent righ t - of-way i ntc n parkway, or elong ated p arking ar en . The curr ent rapid growth of the
City , however, cannot await t h o r e alization of this proj e ct .
It is , therefore , imperativ e that tho City consider such other
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In tho secondary business districts, which will continue
to expand, blocks or lots should bo acquired also for "off street"
parlcing. Although the parking problem is not yet serious in
those sections, the time will come when a little anticipation
now may prevont crisis later. Agaln the devolopo1. . s of property
should be encouraged to consider iloff street " parking lots in
the future improvement of thoir properties. Along Las Olas Boulevard, cast of Federal Highway , some of the commercial estab lishrllents and apartments have already provided "off street" parking - a practice that should be comrr1ended.
Super markets and other businesses locating in neighborhood
business districts have already demonstrated their belief in
19
off street" parking facilities for customers . Such practices
should bo encouraged as assiduously as providing sot-back lines
for street widening.
Along Atlantic Boulevard in tho beach section extensive
lots should be provided, one of VThich might well be in
the Birch State Park north of Tenth Stroot, and another in tho
Coast Guard property south of Las Olas Boulevard.

parkin~

Tho development and maintenance of 11 off street" parking
facilities is being recognized increasingly as a govorrun.ontal
function predicated on relieving congestion in streets, promoting
safoty and tho genoral welfare .
The critical focus of traffic cong es tion is in the heart
of the highly concentrated central business district, the "T"
intersection of Las Olas Boulevard and Andrews Avenue . IncreasinG population and vehicle registrations will cause the present
bad situation to become steadily worse . No one remedy can relieve the result of tho several causes. Traffic must be directed and conduct e d into suitable channels, Broward Boulevard, the
inner circumferentlal system. Traffic must move, flowing steadily without unnecessary delays and stops, away from and not to
critical points. The elimination of loft hand turns at Andrews
and Las Olas, and Andrews and Wall Street, will help in guiding
tho traffic into other parallel thoroughfares. When the Third
Avenue Bridge is opened, a dofinito clockwise, or right hand,
traffic pattern can be instituted by mak:lng Andrews Avenue one
way north-bound and Third Avenue one way south-bound. There
will be several results. Tho central business district will
tend to oxpand as the traffic volwno picks up on commercially
undeveloped bloclcs. Delays duo to l oft hand turns a t principal
intersections will bo e liminated. Intersectional traffic will
bo ublo to avoid critical intersections. The increased speed
that will be possible in the central business district will enable more people to frequent the onlargod aroa daily.

BRI£QES - TUNNELS - VIADTJCTS
The trend ')f land usos , population m:,v c•rrJ:?-:'1':s :r:·.c'. conunercial
development sh'JVJ'S tho effects of tho ri ~JcY~ E ~.1-::. :co.i ~.r.' c8. d on the
growth of the City" Progress north anc: l~[ · s~ ~ Jrt0 Y)') i.; boen rctar<led by these barriers to tho extent I ·; .~..!):: , t()t:: ·!:. ~J. r.:- .nd west .
To encourage a more oquablo g:aowth ar:d s ·:;~·- ~' .uJ ,l.'t o a c;.r· s r:.tor development in those la ttor sections.~ the i1.~..: 1-.A.vncos n: "': no barriers must bo overcome.
The ideal plan for the futuro development of Fo1+ ~auderda lc
would relocate the Florida East Coast Railway in tho ~G 3torn part
of the City, and convert the present right-of-way intc n parkway, or elongated parking aroa. The current rapid growth of the
City, however, cannot await tho realization of this project.
It is, therefore, imperative that tho City consider such other
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measures that will overcome tho retarding influence of the railroad to growth westward . This can be most easily and readily
accomplished by connecting tho cas t and west sides of the City
by several viaducts over th o raill.,oad right-of-way and closing
all grade crossings . Such plan will t h en require all traffic
flowing between tho two sides to follow fixed routes , as is done
in many American cities confronted by similar situations (Chattanooga , Nashville, Columbus, Georgia). Overpasses erected at
Trvonty- Fourth Stroot nnd Twelfth Str~eot on tho south, Broward
Boulevard in tho central section and Tonth Stroot on tho north
will distribute tho traffic flow oqually botwoon tho two sides
free from tho delays and hazards now oncountorcd frequently .
Conditions now critical will become increasingly more critical
in later years unless corrected in n mnnnor horo proposed.
Tho closing of all grade crossings would eliminate dangers
incident to them, and at tho same timo enable tho railroad to
save time passing through the City .
In all probability tho viaducts at Twenty- Fourth and Tenth
Streots could bo undertaken by tho State Road Department as State
projects , leaving only tho Broward Boulevard and Twelfth Street
overpass to be constructed by tho City .

•

On an average d~y , some 30,000 - 40 , 000 cars flow north and
south ovor tho Federa l Highway and Andr ows .il.vo1 ue bride;os - the
only two cro'ssings loc a ted cast of' tho railroad . During the
winter months this volume of traffic increases considerably .
Because of river traffic , especially high during tho season,
the flow of traffic over thG bridges is frequently blocked by
bridge openings , which in some months have exceeded 1 , 200 times .
Observations show that bridge oponlngs aro more frequent during
t ho evening rush hours of traffic flow . At such times , traffic
piles up , often impeding tho smooth flows of east nnd wast movements along Las Olo.s Boulevard and Second Stroot . Not only arc
t hese frequent stoppages of tho nol"'th and south lines irritating
and dangerous , but tho economic loss duo to dolays is tremendous .
This critical situation cnn bo improved in any one of throe
ways :
1.

By requiring all charter boats to operate from wharves
removed from tho central part of tho City .

2.

By replacing tho present low levol bridges with high
level structures or tunnels .

3.

By , coordinating tho flow of land and wutor traffic to
minimize bridge openings.

Despite the strong sentiment against any regulation of riv er traffic, tho question for tho pooplo of F0rt Lauderdale to
decide is whether tho economic bonofits dor i v od fr0m an unobstructed flow of land traffic aro greater t h<JJ ·. th.o e o de rived
from river traffic . As the traffic volurr·o i i:J.t.o th.; ·:~ cj_"'. tr al area
increases, tho delays caused by tho frcquc"l:rd; 1:-~ ·=Lri.:_:c ~psn. i ngs will
become increasingly serious and dang Grcn ;[J ..
A high level bridge or a . t,J.nnel 0n t ·~-~-: : · · ~-·.:·! ,_,_~> .:-• :. •::i .i t~b:way
should be considered very s e:;:· io'l.s ly b7 -~ . t. s ·:-"' '_: ··-·pJs, !~:..t :] , further ,
regardless of what else is do:>1.e _, c B t Ltd~y o. ~ ·l··i v e:;,) t:. !· .:~ ..~~ i c should
be made to determine Ylfays of co c/!? tl:.i. nating .~ r; with J_.:u~ J t.:raffic
movements .
To the east along Las Olas Bo~lovard, the bridg0 ~cross the
Intracoastal Waterway should be replaced by a bridg s [:._ ·:e quate
to carry the trafficn
The effects of the railroad and river on the fUture growth
and development of Fort Lauderdale must be considered as major
problems .
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Mere relief by bridging or tunneling for the Andrews Avenue
and Federal Highway r~iver crossings, which might be sufficient
under the present traffic load as it may be diminished in the
future by t .he super highway, will be inadequate to handle the
traffic volume as reliably projectod for 1960-1975. To properly
care for this future load and develop a traffic pattern to serve
the expanded business district, population and motor vehicle
registration, it is proposed that another river crossing at
Third Avenue bEl madeo It has been suggested that the Andrews
Avenue bridge structure be re-erected at Third Avenue when it
is replaced by a new bridge. This will promote easier access
between the ceritral business district and sections north and
south of the river. As recommended earlier, the rrhird Avenue
bridge wi 11 be the key to the central business district traffic
situation. With Andrews Avenue one-way northbound and Third
Avenue one way southbound, traffic movements into and · through
the central business district will be smoothed and speeded.

PARF~

AND RECREATION

Parks and recreational facilities are being recognized increasingly as essential governmental functions supplying the
needed tonic to a n1echanizod , fast movinG civilization. They
not only · promote health and afford means of relaxation, but
minimize the crimes and misdemeanors resulting from prolonged
idleness. Years of observation and experience have taught that
the amusement and wholesome recreation of people cannot be left
wholly to the devices of private interests . Much of the thirst
and hunger for physical, mental and spiritual stimulation can
be satisfied only th1..,ough the channels of publicly-owned and
supervised recreation facilities for both youth and adults.
One need but observe the activities around the various schools,
in open vacant lots, the beach, the casino and in Stranahan Park
to vouch for the veracity of this statement . It is, therefore,
desirable in projecting a future pattern of needs to provide
ample open spaces for parks and recreation purposes in advance
of development, located advantageously to serve the growing population centers with adequate programs of diversified recreation.
The importance of recreation in the City pattern is too
often minimized because of its popular association with the activities of children. Currently, however, the needs of adults
should receive just as much consideration as those of the younger age groups . This is particularly true tn Fort Lauderdale,
visited annually by thousands o'f winter residents and tourists
who seek relaxation and rec reation. The ability of the City to
continue its appeal to these people, to retain and make residents of them, vvill depend largely on what recreation possibilities are available for the occupation of their idle hours.
The recreation problem of For t Lauderdale is unlike that
of many cities where only the requirements of a normal population must be pl 0jected. In Fort Lauderdale there are two classe o
of people for whom park and recreation facilities must be provided:
1

1.

The local normal population.

2.

The winter resident and tourist.

The needs of the local population will revolve principally around:
1.

Neighborhood parks and playgrounds and play lots for
the youngGr age groups.

2.

Playfields for the older youth.

3.

Athletic fields.
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School Site {south side)
Dillard School (nGgro)
Saint Anthony Catholic School
Pinecrest Sch ool

12.0

6.0

2.0 (Private)
~ (Private)

42.5

SPECIALI ZED AREAS
180.0
Golf Cours e
Ball Park
4.0
1.0
Stranahan Park
Central High & Elementary Scho ol 12.0
6.o
Tennis Club
1.0
Casino
Coast Guard
~
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821.0

acr~s

2!1

4·

School recreation facilities.

5.

Neighborhood community centers.

6. Auditoriums.
7·

Yacht or boat basins.

Many of the facilities provided for the normal population can
be used by the tourist also, but the needs of the latter will
be more specialized~ The tourist will require easily accessible
facilities for the less active pursuits, such as shuffleboard,
horse shoes, roque, card games, as well as conununi ty centers
where meetings can bo held and lectures and entertairunent enjoyed. The tourist will also be interested in the exotic botanical gardens and river esplanades and yacht basins where boats
may be docked and scrvicedQ The tourist. is more selective than
the normal year •round resident.
Through the activities of its City Commissioners and its
Park and Recreation Board, Fort Lauderdale has made com11endable
progress in providing for a.nd anticipating its park and recreation needs. In the twenties the City erected the Casino on the
beach, which through the years has been one of the outstanding
attractions of its kind on the east coast of Florida. The City
also built a golf c0urse and beautified its river front; and
only recently proper~y was acquired for a City Park. Table VIII
enumerates the existing facilities, some of which are in process
of development and others still in a virgin state. The relative
locations of the various facilities and areas within the City
are shown in Figure 25.

TABLE VIII
EXISTING PARK AND RECREATION ARSAS
FOHT LAUDERDALE AND VICINITY

l21lJI

SPECIALIZED TROPICAL SANCTUARY
International Park

250.0 acres

LARGE PARKS
Birch State rark
City Park

160.0

85.0

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
Park east end Broward Boulevard
Colee Hammock Park
Hospital Park
Davis Park
Neighborhood Park
Tenth Street Area

250 . 0 acres

245.0

2.0
2.0
1.0
') c
c.•• ;:;
2.0

30.0

PLAYGROUNDS
i, \farfield Park (North Side School) 6.0
East Side School
5.0
West Side School
South Side School
3.5
School Site (south side)
12.0
Dillard School (negro)
6.0
Saint Anthony Catholic School
2.0 (Private)
Pinccl..,est School
...1..& (Private)

.s.o

42.5

SPECIALIZED AREAS
Golf Course
180.0
Ball Park
4.0
Stranahan Park
1.0
Central High & Elementary School 12.0
Tennis Club
6.o
Casino
1.0
Coast Guard
~
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821.0

acr~s

The Hush Taylor Birch State Park is owned by and presumably
will be developea by tho ~tate · of Plorida. It is the only large
park area located on t ho Atlantic coast of Florida. Because of
its size and locat ion, this v i r gin, un dev eloped tract can be
transformed into a most attractive, us eful large park and recreation area. A portion of it in the vicinity of Atlantic Boulevard and Tenth st re et, as r e comnende d previously, should be allocat e d to 11 off str eet 71 parking. Also, one of the City's new
fire stations, to s e rvic e the beach area, should be located in
this area on Tenth Street near Atlant i c Boulevard. On the western side of the tract a y acht basin coul d be established" The
plans of development of this tract should provide a combination
playfield·-playground, picnic s ites with outdoor ovens a nd shelters, game shelt e rs, community building for meetings, br i dle
paths and gardens.
A second large tract of i mportanqe, also ovmed by the State
and whj_ch can b e d evelop ed into one of the most noteworthy ex otic parks in America, is the International park of 250 acres,
located west of tho City on the upper reaches of the South Fork
of New River and acc e ssible from Road 26 or by boat. This unusual area was a g i f t to t he State from Gove rnor Rob ert H. Gore.
Because of its sub~·trop i cal jung le chara cter, completely unspoiled, this area s hould not b e used for any active recreation.
It is covered by c yr ~.ress and low-ly ing, lu.sh swamp land adjoining the Everglades v1:: th s e veral streams running through it.
"Lost Lake,n a part ic ularly b oaut:i.ful s p ot covering some ten
acres which is almo st ina ccessible on foot, has been discovered
from the air ... a natural h a bi tat of the alli ga tor and unusual
water fowl. Sever al varieties of the native rubber tree, strangler fig, cypress, f orns and rarest orch ids abound here. This
area should be ret ai ned in as near its virgin state as possible,
as a sanctuary for the r apidly disappearing wild life of the
State. Throughout Florida, gardens of different types are the
meoca of tourists, but few have the raro, virgin potentialities
of the International Park if dev e loped wis e ly.
In the northeast quarter of the City, 35 acres have been
acquired by tho City for development as a City Park. Plans already prep ared for t h is ar e a include:
1.

A Stadimn with 10,000 seating capacity.

2.

Baseball Pa rk.

3.

Outdoor Theatre and Bandshell with seating for 5,000
people.

4.

Softball Fields.

5.
6.

Tour:tst and Coru·--.uni ty Center.
Playground anJ Playfield Faciliti e s.

7.

Auditorium.

8.

Pa rki ng.

9.

Pic ~i c

Ar e a s .

This park a~o8. s l)r o:;;e~ 1~- equi pp e d 3 will become one of tho principal roc re :~:~:i 0r~ c e.r t --' :t."' ~-> of the City 1 also an attractive beauty
spot
It wi 1 ~ .se l..,ve to r e l i eve much of t he pressurae from
_Stra.nahan Park .
C!

Strana ~~a n :?ark, located in the cent1,.,al business district,
is the mc2 ~.~- ~p.n}:uiar and most :i.ntensively developed recreation
area in t h ~ J ity , for tourists, primarily. In this small area
is a ban ~sh0 l l wit h 600 seats, a large card g~w pavillion and
35 shuff leb oa l~d courts. During an averag e month, from 10,00020,000 pecple use these facilities. Tho vVomen's Club building
is also located at the north end of tho plot facing Andrews Avenue.
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site has been greatly discounted. This site might be used more
advantageously for some other purpose.
With an aggregate of 821 acres of land (Table VIII) dedicated to parks and recreational uses, it would seem that Fort
Lauderdale could dismiss the problem of recreational sites until its population approaches 80,000, for which the present area
is theoretically adequate. But it cannot. Three aspects of the
~oblem, ownership, distribution and development,remain as barriers. ·
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25

The Central High School site occupying 12 acres in the
heart of the City is equipped with a football field, 4 basketball courts and a gymnasium. The activitie$ on the site are
only those incident to the school . Ultimately , in the cou~se
of City development , this large site should be devoted to other
public uses .
The playground facilities for the school age youth of Fort
Lauderdale are centered around the respective elementary schools.
Although the several sites do not conform to requisite area
sto.ndards, they do serve a constructive purpose . Warfield Park,
adjacent to the North Side School, appro~ches more nearly the
the standard area requirements . Other areas are located in connection with the East Side , West Side and South Side School
sites . An examination of Figure 26 shows, however, that these
playground areas do not service many developed areas of the City .
The sole recreation facility for negroes is located adjacent
to the Dillard School . There are no p arks or swDnming facili ties for negroes .
The Casino on the beach, with the only public swimming pool
in the City , is one of the most creditable recreation facilities
in the entire southeast region . To the west of the Casino, and
adjoining the recently acquired Coast Guard property, the City
also owns three acres equipped with shelter and picnic facili ties . Hare than 1,)00 persons per average month use the Casino
pool .
Although the City owns and controls some 2-3 miles of beach,
there are no other organized playgrounds or playfields in the
beach section . The Hugh Taylor Birch Park will be able to fill
the needs of the northern portion of the beach as it develops ,
and the recently acquired Coast Guard property can be developed
to meet the rcqu.ircmcnts of the central and southern beach areas .
These several facilities should b0 adequate to meet the needs
of the beach section for many years .
Other facilities now available are :
1.

The Tennis Club .

2.

The Ball Park on West Broward Boulevard.

3.

The Golf Course .

4.

Playground facilities at Saint Anthony ' s Catholic School
and. the Pinecrest private school .

At the Tennis Club, on South Andrews Avenue , there are nine tennis courts, a club house with locker rooms and showers and ping
pong tables . The Ball Park , in the west part of the City , is
used by the Florida International Leae;ue, and during the winter
as a training · ground for northern baseball teams .
On Tenth Street, east of the present Federal Highway , the
City owns a thirty-acre borrow pit designated for park purposes. ·
Because of the proximity of this area to the City Park and the
Hugh Taylor Birch site , its desirability and necessity as a park
site has been greatly discounted . This site might be used more
advantageously for some other purpose .
With an aggregate of 821 acres of land (Table VIII) dedi cated to parks and recreational uses 1 it would seem that Fort
Lauderdale could dismiss the problem of recreational sites until its population approaches 80,000 , for which the present area
is theoretically adequate . But it cannot . Three aspects of the
~oblem , ownership , distribution and developmen~remain as barriers . ·
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The permanent population of a dynamic city, living and
working together in this age, must have places to play together ~
Regul~tion public recreation p~ograms should be available to ·
the people at a number of accessible and conveniently located
sites, adequate in area and equipped to provide diversified pro grams for the various age groups tributary to them - from young
to old~ Once an overall plan of facilities has been defined
and coordinated to the needs of .the increasing population, it
can be realized in stages as justified by the population grwth.
In anticipation of that population growth and resultant need 1

-34-

Half of the aggregate area (410 acres} is ~1ned by the State.
International Park is highly specialized in function, lies outside of the City, and is only about five per cent developed.
The Birch Park is totally undeveloped. Of the half owned by the
City, thirty per cent of it is in two large undeveloped tracts,
85 acres in the City Park, and abo·ut 40 acres in the Coast Guard
property. Within the City, only ten per cent of the aggregate
area of dedicated land is available as active developed recreational and park areas . Seventy per cent of the Cl ty-owned land
is developed for a single highly specialized use beyond the City
linits - the Golf Course.
By reference to FiBure 26 and Table VIII, it is realized
that the available ten per cent is inadequate in size, scope,
function and distribution to properly serve the present or future
permanent population. Even were the acquired sites developed
in accordance with the proposals herein, there would still be
large segments of the present population too far from them to
make use of their facilities. Thus, the present status of a
proper program in Fort Lauderdale is relatively high in potential,
but less than ten per cent in actual availability.
To realize the full potential of existing sites will require
the utmost cooperation between the State and the City.
Obviously, in the development of the two State tracts, there
should be worked out between the State o.nd municipal officials
an integrated and coordinated plan that will prevent unnecessary
duplication of facilities and . take advantage of the natural characteristics and location of the various sites. Such coo~ration
would benefit both the State and municipal programs and make
each more eminently desirable.
As stated earlier·, there are two phases to the Fort Lauderdale recreation problem :
1.

That pertinent to the year 'round population.

2.

That pertinent to the tourist or winter resident.

The fo1~er relates principally to the school and pre -school age
group; the latter to the adult group, both resident and transient.
Althoush limited public facilities have been made available for
adults, areas for organized play and active sports for the
younger element have been neglected. The limited facilities
at school playgrounds can be disregarded for their extreme paucity. rlith the possible exception of certain adult facilities
which youth has been forced to share, there are no playgrounds
or playfields for them.
Located as it is on tho ocean, with an excellent beach
readily accessible and also having large areas. of vacant lots
available in sparsely developed but rapidly growing sections,
the need for a crnnprehensive balanced system of public parks
and recreation facilities has probably been minimized. But this
condition cannot continue indefinitely. As the various sectlons of the City are more densely built up, the vacant play
lots and tracts used by children today will disappear, and, too,
the beach will be less desirable as a children's playground.
The permanent population of a dynamic city, living and
working together in this age, must have places to play together.
Regulation public recreation pro0rams should be available to ·
the people at a nwnber of accessible and conveniently located
sites, adequate in area and equipped to provide diversified programs for the various age groups tributary to them - from young
to old~ Once an overall plan of facilities has been defiried
and coordinated to the needs of .the increasing population, it
can be realized in stages as justified by the population gr~th.
In anticipation of that population growth and resultant need,
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centers' should be within ll2 to 1 mile of every home and should
be arranged and equipped as prescribed by th e standards of the
National Recreation Association .
On the basis of 40,000 people (1948 estimate) Fort Lauderdale should now have a minimum of 8 playgrounds (40 acres),
playfie lds ( L~3 acres), 4 recreation buildings, 6 baseball diamonds, 12 softball diamonds , 20 tennis courts. Instead, there
are 5 playgrounds (25 acres ), no playfields and no recreation
buildings.

4
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however, it , behooves the City to select and acquire desirable
sites of ample area in advance of development. Only by pursuing
such a policy will the City be assured of an orderly balanced
system of ~ecreation facilities in lator years, when needed.
Figure 26 reveals that many people o1"' Fort Lauderdale are
not served by any park or other recreation facility, when judged
by the foregoing accepted standards. Further,, none of the existing facilities are either of sufficient area, adequately equipped or staffed to render an effective service. NowhBre is there
a fully equipped playfield, where baseball, track, basketball,
softball, football and other sport,s can be enjoyed. Two football
fields serve tr~ entire area, one at Central High and one at
Dillard. With the exception of a gymnasium at Central High,
there is no other in tho City, nor any c~mnuni~recreation centers wherein neighborhood groups can meet. New subdivisions are
being recorded that allocate no part of their lands to parks and
recreation. rrhere is the Casino on the beach, the Golf Course
in the country and Stranahan Par~k for tourists, all more or less
specialized facilities. There are the picturesque Las Olas and
Ponce de Leon Boulevards, river drives and decorative landscaped
plazas and small parks, the color of which allures the tourist,
but back among tho peoplo who live and toil here the year •round
and who arc rais1ng their families here, there is a woeful deficiency of parks and other recreation areas - the lungs of the
comm.unity.
More than fifty per cent of the built up area south of New
River, includlng nio Vista and Riverside, is not served by any
playgrounds (FigurG 26). North of tho river, Victoria Park and
much of the area between Las Olas Boulovard and the river are
without facilities. A large part of tho northside, north of
Tenth Street on both sidos of the track, is not accessible to
any playground except that at the North Side Schoolc Only a
small part of the negro area tributary to Dillard School is accesslble to any kind of public recl")uation. Although the builtup sections of the beach are accessible to the specialized facil-·
ities of the Casino and the beach itself, there are no equipped
public play areas for thJ youngsters in this. eastern portion of
the City, or on any of the islands between the mainland and beach.
Dissected in this manner , it is apparent, when judged by
standards of need, thore is a current deficiency in recreation
facilities and their distribution so far as they relate to the
youth needs of the City. The incidence of juvenile delinquency
as reflected by Figure 27 is evidence of thls inadequate service.
The di;vision of the City into sections or neighborhoods by
such barriers as heavily traveled streets, rivers and streams,
railroads, commercial and industrial areas, influences the number
and type of recreation facilities that should be established.
Every neighborhood of 3,000 to 5,000 should have a neighborhood
playground and neiGhborhood park of 5-10 acres, and no one
should bu obliged to rravel more than 1~~ to 1/2 mile to reach it.
Three or morB adjoining neighborhoods with an uggrega te population of 20,000 people should have a fully equipped playfield with
an a rea of 10-20 acres. Each playground should have a shelter
building, and each playfl eld should be provided with a recreation
center, equipped for multiple service. I)layfields and recreation
centers should be within · ll2 to 1 mile of every home and should
be arranged and equipped as prescribed by the standards of the
National Recreation Association.
On the basis of 40,000 people (1948 estimate) Fort Lauderdale should now have a minimum of 8 playgrounds (40 acres), 4
playfields (L~3 acres), 4 recPeation buildings, 6 baseball diamonds, 12 softball diamonds, 20 tennis courts. Instead, there
are 5 playgrounds (25 acres), no playfields and no recreation
buildings.
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ahan Park, but will lessen the traffic conge stion around that
central are a. An ass embly or m0eting-place for tourists could
also b e provided in the City Park as a part of the Memorial
Auditorium proj e ct.
WaterJ and its enjoyme nt, is one of the principal attractions
of Fort Lauderdale, so, obviously, in preparing a program of
future needs, water recreation should occupy a prominent plac e .
A major yacht basin should be developed on thew est side of the
Coast Guard site, provided with slips, servicing facilities and
a central yacht club. Such sito should become the headquarters
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ahan Park, but will lessen the traffic congestion around that
central area. An assembly or meeting -place for tourists could
also be provided in the City Park as a part of the Memorial
Auditorium project.
Water , and its enjoyment, is one of the principal attractions
of Fort Lauderdale , so, obviously, in preparing a program of
future needs, water recreation should occupy a prominent place.
A major yacht basin should be developed on thew est side of the
Coa st Guard site, provided with slips, servicing facilities and
a central yacht club. Such site should become the headquarters
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Table IX shows tho minimum number of facilities that will
be required to meet the needs of different populations. These
various facilities should be distributed throughout the City 1
as shown in Figures 28 and 29.
TABLE IX
NUMBER OF UNITS REQUIRED FOR DESIGNATED POPULATIONS

Playgrounds
Playfields
Recreation Buildings
Neighborhood Parks
Baseball Diamonds
Softball Diamonds
Tennis Courts
Golf Coux·ses

50!000 ,

702000

80,000

100,000

10

11-t-

16

2

7
3
7

~

20
10

5
5

16
1

5

10

11

~lt

16

35
1

40

.50

23

25

8

1

33

2

The plans (Figures 28 and 29) propose the development of
park - playground - playfield combination in several locations,
the City Park, Hugh Taylor Birch Park and the Coast Guard tract
particularly. These sites are of runple area and strategically
located to especially favor such comprehensive projects. Each
of these areas can be so designed as to incorporate the landscaped features of the neighborhood park, the elements essential
to the ch:i.ldren' s playground, as well as the equipment and facilities of the larger ' playfield. Similar combination facilities
are proposed for other sections, where, however, additional
lands must be acquired to accommodate the various facilities.
Where ultimately needed, sites for playgrounds are also proposed
(Figure 28),
These proposed arrangements will provide Fort Lauderdale
with an adequate supply of recreation sites that can be developed as the City grows.
In many of _the existing developed or built-up areas it is
possible for the property ow~ers to establish intra-block play
spaces for the use of the smaller, pre-school children (Figure 3~.
The establisl~ent of such areas will prevent children from crossing streets or playing in street spaces.
All subdividers of land should be urged to allocate portions of their land for the recreational uses of children residing in such subdivisions. Some cities require as much as five
per cent of the subdivi ded land to be dedicated to such public
uses.
Recreation features appeal to and attract tourists, all of
whom are potential residents, therefore, the facilities of
Stranahan Park should be expanded. Tourist centers should be
established in the City Park, Birch Park and on the Coast Guard
tract, in each of which game pavilions, shuffleboard, roque and
other popular game facilities should be provided. These developments will not only relieve the increasing pressure on Stranahan Park, but will lessen the traffic congestion around that
central area . An assembly or meeting-place for tourists could
also be provided in the City Park as a part of the Memorial
Auditorium project.
Water , and its enjoyment, is one of the principal attractions
of Fort Lauderdale, so, obviously, in preparing a program of
future needs, water recreation should occupy a prominent place,
A major yacht basin should be developed on thew est side of the
Coa st Guard site, provided with slips, servicing facilities and
a central yacht club. such site should become the headquarters
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FIGURE

AREA - CIASSROOMS - CAPACITY - ENROLLMJ1:1JT OF SCHOOLS

SITE
NAr.m · OF SCHOOL
AND GRADES

DATE
BUILT

East Side 1-6
1938
West Side 1-6
1920
North Side 1-6 1927
South Side 1-6 1922
Central El. 1-6 1916
Junior High 7-9
Senior High 10-12 -

-

DATE OF
ADDITIONS

1939, 191+7

5.00

10

8

2.00
14
1931, 1932 9 • 00-:H~ 9
1925, 1930 13.00
15
(
1934
(38

-37-

(19Lt7-1948)

NO. OF

AREA
CLASS(ACRES) ROOivTB

7.25

30

ENROLLMENTS

CAPACITY~~·

330

264

462
297
495
)
1,330)

357
633

5o

~26
70
944
710

of charter boats and theroby relieve tho river of traffic from
that source. North of Tenth Street, on the west side of the
Birch Park, a second boat or yacht basin co~ld also be established to meet t.1e increasing demand for such facilities in the
growing City. Com:mensut"ate with tho development of water attractions should be the establisrunent of a Nadel Yacht Basin, preferably in conjunction with tho Birch Park improvements, whore
youth and yachtsmen can· match their skills in constructing and
sailing the miniature craft.
The comprehensive plans proposed here are sufficiently flexible in nature to enable Fort Lauderdale to develop an orderly,
well-proportioned program of recreation facilities commensurate
with its population growth. The various facilities are arranged
not only to satisfy the exacting demands of the transient, but
also to provide facllitios for the permanent population from
year to year. It is a program coordinated with that of schools,
land uses and street pattern.

SCHOOIS
Schools occupy a most important place in the pattern of
the grow :i.ng city. This loc ati on r olati ve to the population to
be served, the area of t he school site and tho adequacy of the
school structure ar c factors that merit conside ration in contemplating tho fu.ture · needs of tho community.
Although the selection and acquisition of school sites and
the erection of school structures is tho responsibility of the
Board of Public Instruction of Broward County, that Board can
benefit by tho studios of the City Planning Board, especially as
they relate to population growth and trends, age groupings and
traffic movements . The Planning Board, on tho other hand, is
interested in any plans cont emplated by the Board of Public Instruction which involve the selection of school sites and the
erection of school buildings. So, for thew elf are of the community as a whole, there should always be close cooperation between these two Boards in tho consideration of those matters
r e lating to future structural and space requirements.

EXISTING SCHOOL PLANT
The school plant now serving the corRor~te area of Fort
Lauderdale consists of five elementary/~Rtt 0 8rt& highschool for
white pupils and one elementary and one high school for negroes.
Figure 31 shows tho distribution of these various facilities
throughout the City, and Table X presents information pertinent
to each.
TABLE X
AREA - CIASSROOMS - CAPACITY - ENROLLMENT
SITE
NAF/IE. OF SCHOOL
DATE
DATE OF
AREA
AND GRADES
BUILT ADDITIONS (ACRES)
East Side 1-6
1938
West Side 1-6
1920
North Side 1-6 1927
South Side 1-6 1922
Central El . 1-6 1916
Junior High 7-9
Senior High 10-12 -

1939, 1947

5.00

10

2.00

14
9
1.5

7.2.5

8

1931, 1932 9 00""
1925, 1930 13.00
1934
•

-37-

OF SCHOOLS ( 19Ll: 7-12~8 )
NO. OF
CLASSENROLLROOMS CAPACITY~~- MENTS

'iM('

(

(38

330
264
462
297
49.5
)
1,330)

357
~33

5o

~26
70
944
710
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Actual r e cords of school attendance and resident pupil distribution over years of community growth are significant in reflecting trends. The ratio between total population and school
attendance is also a valuable index.. Table XI shows the school
enrollment of all the schools from the school year 1941-1942
through the years 1947-19~.8, a period through and following t he
recent war years. Table XI-A, abstracted from the State Report,
shows the average daily attendance figures for several years,
also for highest months.
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TABLE X (Contrd.)

AREA - CLASSROOMS -

CAP~CITY

- ENROLL~mNT
SI'rE
DATE OF
AREA
ADDITIONS (ACRES)

NAME OF SCHOOL
AND GRADES

DATE
BUILT

Dillard 1-6
Dillard 7-9
Dillard 10-12

1926 1947

OF SCHOOLS (1947-1948)
NO. OF
CLASSENROLLROOMS CAPACITY{} MENTS

5 •8~HH} 12
(

(18

396
)
630)

990

306

145

{}Based on Engelhardt-Maximum number in Elementary School Room 33
and in High ~chools, 35.
{H}New slte area.
-:HH}State Report shows Dillard School Site only

2.5 acres .

Being a comparatively young City, none of the school structures are very old. The rapid growth of the City, however, has .
intensified the difficulties of providlng something approaching
adequate facilities fast enough. Make-shift additions have been
necessary at several schools within the past two years to meet
the increasing enrollments.
On the basis of generally accepted standards, and of those
defined in "Chapter 235, Florida School Laws, 1946, 11 none of the
school sites are of sufficient area . This deficiency from the
past should be a guide to the authorities in thes~ection of new
sites. Large areas are more essential today than in the past
because, in their design, schools are s preading out in spacious
patterns with one and two story struc~ures predominant. The
City Park area adjacent to · the North ~ide School has virtually
been appropriated by the school as a part of its site.
Confronted by the difficult problem of providing school
facilitles, the Board of Public Instruction has done a commendable job in locating and spacing schools to accoronodate the
tributary loads equitably. Obviolsly, as Table XI shows, the
magnitude of this load is increasing annually, and any program
of new school projects rnust be designed to meet it. Fortunately,
steps have been taken already to provide an adequate structural
facility.
The ultimate need for additional school structures will
depend on the growth of the cormnunity; more particularly on the
increasing nwnbers in the school-age groups . In anticipating
growths, trends and needs over a generation of time, it must be
realized that not all the structures indicated as ultimately desirable will be needed at one time. Their actual establismnent
will depend on the rate of growth in the respective areas to be
served,and the type of school will depend likewise on the age
group distribution in the community. The principal point to
consider now in anticipating future needs is the immediate acquisition of sites. Sites may be available today at figures
which seem high, but these same sites acquired later after development will cost more. School sites are never cheap; the
main thing is to get them in advance of development.
Actual records of school attendance and resident pupil distribution over years of community growth are significant in reflecting trends. The ratio between total population and school
attendance is also a valuable index.. Table XI shows the school
enrollment of all the schools from the school year 1941-1942
through the years 1947-19~.8, a period through and following the
recent war years. Table XI-A, abstracted from the State Report,
shows the average daily attendance figures for several years,
also fo~ highest months.
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TABLE XI

SCHOOL ENROLLrffiNT - FORT LAUDERDALE SCHOOLS
PER ·CENT

NA:ME OF SCHOOL

AND GRADES

East Side 1-6
\"Vest Side 1-6
North Side 1-6
South Side 1-6
Central Ele mentar·y 1-6

1941 1942 l§tt4 1944 1945 1946 1947 INCREASE
1942 1943 1
·21L~

151
248
217
189

221
191
269
218
192

194.5 1946 1947 1948 1942-1948

213

217

235

286

357

272
227
211

341
200

371
219

524
267
399

650

163 168 197 294 333

~

67
120
160

5o

TOTAL .rJIIITE ELEMENTARY: 1019 1091 1086 1150 1319 1770 2136

-109

94L~

53

Central High 7-9
Central High 10-12

6t9

630

627
413

Wt
615
472

£)]_

6BL,.
571

8lz.3
6o2

0

150

710

u

TOTAL WHITE HIGH SCHOOL: 1117 1061 10}+0 1087 1255 1505 1654

52

TOTAL WHITE ENROLLrJ!El\TT: 2136 2152 2126 2237 2574 3275 3790

78

~

Dillard (Colored) 1-6
Dillard 7-9
Dillard 10-12

710

TarAL NEGRO ENROLLMENT:

lli

652

720
207
75

821
267
123

892
28~
13'-

53

1~16

146
57

648
135
36

1Jh2

125
300

940

855

819 1002 1211 1308 1441

68

Per Cent Total Enrollment:30

29

TOTAL ENROLLMENT ·VIJHITE AND xJEGRO :

Per Cent of Total White ·
Enrollment in Grades:
1-6
7-12

28

31

32 28 • .5

5o

50

'~

52 51.5
48 48.5

76

2L~

75
24

79
21

72
28

68
32

Per Cent Total Enrollment
(Vfuite & Colored) in Grades:
1-6
56
7-12
44

58
42

41

59

'~

43

52

Per Cent of Total Negro
in Grades:

Em~o1lment

7-12

27~5

3076 3007 2945 3239 3785 4583 5231

48

1-6

990
306

-39~

57

4t ~
68
32

69
31

58

6o
40

}+2

70

TABLE XI-A
TRENDS IN AVERAGE DAILY MEMBERSHIP BY SCHOOLS
(FROM REPOHT - BROitJARD COUNTY SCHOOL SURVEY BY STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION - 1948)
ANALYSIS FOR
19~6-19!±7

191+0 1945 1946 1947 FIRST HIGHEST LAST
1-941 ~ 12bi1. 1948 MONTH MONTH MONTH
.. ,

WHITE SCHOOLS
East Side 1-6
West Side 1-6
North Side 1-6
South Side 1-6
Central El 1-6
Central High 7-9
Central High 10-12
TOTAL \VHITE

218 222
171 182
282 334
212 202
212 242
646 631
512 482

220
195
L~12 498 34-9
226 317 211
295 321 268
700 806 687
~66
576 633 .::..237
212

320
239

2253 2295 2648 3134 2496

250

227
437
233
312
736

230
216
404
231
276
675
363

248

~
24
322

ru - -z6o02
2788
2595 2877

295
241

502
314
351
812

§22
3154

NEGRO SCHOOLS

76~
111

809
247
121

998 1167 1310 1118

1177

1153

TOTAL VHITE & NEGR~:31~ 3293 3815 . ~ 3614

3965

3748 ~ Llh-82

6L~o

721.~

Dillard 1-6
Dillard 7-9
Dillard 10-12

126 201
_§J± 73

TOTAL NEGRO

850

798

250

119

902
276
132

24-!-

790
245
118

-

873
271

913

1268

1328

27~
1.?1± .u_

-

-

These two tables impart considerable interesting and enlightening information. To reconcile the differences between the respecti.ve results . of the two tables, it must be understood that
Table XI relates to school enrollments and Table XI-A to average
daily memberships; the la ttei"~ is always less than the former by
10-1.5 per cent. Approximately 56 per cent of the total white
school population, and 69 per cent of the negro school popula~
tion, are enrolled in the elementary grades, 1-6; the remaining
44 and 31 per cents are enrolled in the white and negro high
schools, respectively. During the war years , the white senior
high school enrollment declined from 468 in 1941-19L~ to 413 in
194.3-1944, but thereafter increased annually . In the same period, the enrollment in Dillard Senior High School declined from
164 to 135. Elementary school enrollment has increased 109 per
cent since 1941-1942; three of the schools, West Side, North
Side and Oent~al Elementary increasing 120, 160 and 150 per cent,
respectively. Enrollment as a whole (white and negro) increased
70 per cent since 19L~1-1942. The increased enrollments in the
negro high schools is espec~ally noteworthy, 125 per cent increase
in the Dillard Junior High .::>chool and 300 per cent in . the Dillard
Senior High School since 1941-1942. The ratio of negro enrollment to the total enrollment appears to be declining. In the
year 1947-1948, it was 27.5 per cent, whereas in 19~1-1942, it
was 30 per cent, and in 1945-1946, as high as 32.0 per cent.
The general trends shown in Table XI are reflected in Table
XI-A, however, in the latter attention is directed to the attendance during the "Highest Month," which shows a perceptible
increase over the average for the year.
Table XI shows that the enrollmen~ in the white elementary
schools did not vary greatly in the respective schools between
1941 and 1944, but, beginning with the year 1944~1945, the march
upward has been precipitous. On the basis of 33 pupils per elementary room, the increased Glementary enrollment between 19441945, and through 1947-1948, was sufficient to fill 30 additional
classrooms~

School census studies prepared by the u. s. Bureau of the
Census indicate that from 12 to 1.5 per cent of the gross population of Fort Lauderdale attends school, ~1ich ratio compares
favorably with 13.5 per cent for ,' St. Petersburg, 14.0 per cent
for Miami and 15.·5 per cent fort Orlando. Assuming that 14.0 per
cent of the grdss population of Fort Laudor·dale will continue
to attend school, and, further, that about 26 ~r cent of that
population will be negroes, requirements will have to be anticipated for the following school populations in the years indicated:
TOTAL
POPULATION

SCHOOL
POPULATION

50,000

7,000

8,~00
9, 00
11,200

60,000
70,000

Go,ooo

14, OOD

100,000

WHITE

COLORED

5,180
6,200
7,250
8, 300
10,350

1,820
2,200

2,550

2,900
3,650

The following relationship of school population to total
population was considered a reasonable basis for developing
standards:
ENROLLMENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION
SCHOOL
Elementary (Kindergal"lten and Grades 1-6, inc.)
Junior High (Grades 7-9)
Senior High (Grade s 10-.12)

8.4%
3.2%
2.4%

On this basis, the school population will be distributed

somewh at as follows in the respective years:
H I G H SCHOOLS
WH irrE
NEGRo- ELEMENTARY
POPULATION
JUNIOR SENIOR JUNIOR SEN~ '~HITE NEGRO ENR OLLlffiNT
CITY
50,000

60,000
70,000
80,000

100,000

1,300

1,525
1,815

2,070
2, 6oq

980
1,200
1,380

330
465

1,580

610
765

1,970

180
230

2,900
3 'lt-60
255 4,050
290 · 4,650
365 5,800

5J.~o

1,260
1,520
1,760
2,000
2,500

7,000
8,~00
9, . 00
11,200
ll.t., 000

The 1947-1948 school population was 5,231, an increase of
per cent ov e r the year l946-1947, and a 62 per cent increase
over 1944-1945. Of the aggregat-e enrollment , 3,.790 were white
pupils and 1,41-l.l neeroes. 3,126 were enrolled in elementary
schools and 2,105 in hi gh sch ools, divided 2,136 whi te and 990
negroes in elementary and 1,654 white and 451 colored in high
schools. This numb or of pupils reflects a 19L~7 population of
37,300. Comparing these actual data of past experience with
the anticipated requirements of the future City, it will be noted from the foregoing tabulation that when the population of the
City reaches 50,000, 3.3 • .5 per cent more pupils will have to be
accornmodated than in the year 19L~7-194.8,. and , as the population
ascends to 80,000, 114 per cent, At that time, facilities for
2.15 times as many pupils will have to be provided. \Vhereas,
in 1947-l9L~8 there were approximately 120 rooms available, in
1965, when the population reaches 80,000, 330 rooms will be need~
ed (200 elementary and 130 hi gh school).

14

The following table by Dr. Engelhardt shows the number of
pupils recommended per school:

GRADES
Kingergarten

1-6

7--9
10-12

AGES

5

6-11
12-14
15-17

MINIMUM
20

4.oo
6oo
900

-41-

NUMBER OF PUPILS
AVERAGE
MAXIMUM

-

6oo

Boo

1,500

800
1,200
2,000

On the basis of these accepted and proven standards, by

1980 the City of Fort Lauderdale will need at least 15 elementary
schools at 600 each, or, preferably, 22 at 400 each; at least 3,
preferably

4,

jun1or high schools; and 1 new senior high school.

Reference to Table X shows hov1 acute school space is currently. The 1948-1949 enrollment will far exceed all facilities
now available. Even based on the conservative figures of Dr.
Engelhardt, the seating capacity of every school was exceeded
in 19L~7· The problem is one of the most serious confronting
the people of Fort Lauderdale, and on how energetically it is
solved, the growth and progress of the community will depend.
People will not continue to settle indefinitely where school
facilities are not available.
Figure 31 shows how the existing school structures are distributed to serve thB developed areas of the City. Figure 32
shows the distribution of pupils attending the respective schools.
A study of these two charts reveals that the Board of Public Instruction has divided the area equitably so as to minimize the
distance pupils are obliged to travel from their place of origin
to their school. Around each elementary school a half-mile
circle has been drawn to incorporate the area which, theoretically, each school should be required to serve if completely built
up. An examination of these two figures (31 and 32) will show
areas that should have servico now, and also areas wherein
school structures will be required to s orve tho ultimate anticipated school population.
From the ref0r ence point of' City growth and the gradual
expansion of the ~ontral business district, the most serious
and critical school structure problem revolves around the Central
Elementary and High S'chool plant. When this site was originally
selected and _constructed it was remote from the noises and confusion of modern traffic, but today it lies adjacent to and in
the direct line of the northeasterly movement of the central
business district. Whereas, once it was a most spacious, desirable site, with each year it now becomes loss and loss desirable as a school site. Visualizing the needs of tho City of
80,000 to 100,000 or more, the site is no longer desirable because of the steady encroachment of commerce. The sooner the
school can get out of thio area, tho bettor for a balanced growth
of the City. The slte, although laree, does not meet tho standard area requirements fo1_, high school plants, which should be
located on tracts of at least twonty acres or more.
Under the 6-3-3 plan of education, Fort Lauderdale will
ultimately need two junior high schools and a senior high school
for whites. One of the junior high schools is urgently needed
now. One junior high school plant should bo located in the
north part of the City and the second one in the south part,
both on sites of 20 to 30 acres each.
The site rec01mnended for
the north side structure is that land now used by tho State Road
Department and Broward County. This site is in the path of accelerating growth, ideally situated to serve a largo tributary
areao The second junior high school plant should bo located in
the southwest part of the City, away from the industrial development to tho southeast and tho railroad commercial development
to the immediate south. An area in which a .site of 20 to 30
acres should be acquired is indicated on the r~1aste1') Plan (Figure 20). Being sparsely settled, a sui table site should be
available now for future utilization.
The central plant must be used until other facilities are
made available. A new junior high school in the north part of
the City would relieve the central plant of some of its load,
but the void would be filled by elementary pupils. To relieve
the Central and East Sido Elenentary Schools,an additional elementary school should be located north-northeast of the existing East Side School.
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A site of 20 to 30 acres for a senior high school presents
no small problem, due, primarily, to inflated land values, It
should be capable of acco1nmodating a structure sufficiently
large to accormnodatc l,G00-2,000 students. Aft er an examination
of available and adaptable sites of 20 to 30 acres in various
parts of tho City, a portion of tho City Park area is respectfully roconunended. This larBo park ar a {82 acres), provided
with an auditorium, tourist recreation facilities, band shell
and open air theatre, could be transfprmed into a Civic Cultural
Center, in which a modern senior high school could truly become
an outstanding feature. That part of the Park proposed for an
athletic stadium cou.ld bo included as a par t of the 20 to 30
acre site needed for the school structur e . ~he Cultural Center
could easily become the Civic Center around which tl1e lifo and
spirit of the City wouldrevolve. Obviously, the · acquisition
and utilization of this site for school purposes must be the
subject of negotiation b e twe en tho Board of Public Instruction
and tho City, but, r0gardless, each Board should evaluate the
matter from tho standpoint of general we lfare, and not expediency.
A school located in this Park are a will not restrict too
seve!"oly the other usos contemplate d for this area. Allocating
30 acres to the school would still leave some 50 acres for other
uses. Then, too, the Taylor Birch Park, not too far away, will
supply many faciliti es for rocr· e ation better than they can be
establis:J:1od in the City Park.
To date no schools have be en located in the beach and island area s. As th ose areas develop and become more densely
populated north and s outh of Las Olas Boulevard , it may bo highly desirable to establish at l east two minimum-sized elementary
schools in them, one to sorv e the south -,rn half, and one the
northern. In al l probability these beach and island areas will
not produce proportionately as many school-age children as the
mainland areas, but.? notwithstanding, somo facilities to serve
them should be included in the master plan of general development.
A nev1 sit 0 has alroady boon acquired for a n ew South Side
School, which 7ill se rvo tho southern area . · North of Tenth ·
Stro et , another sch ool wil l be ne ede d to relieve the present
North Side plant. This sJ:-..ould be located north and west of the
present site.
Tho buildings now located on tho central site need not be
sacrificed - at l eas t, not at pr'esont . ~.,hoy can bo conv e rted
readily to servo othe r community purposes, such as tourist club
centpr, adult 0ducation and vocational training. A part of the
site could be considored advantageously for a new and adequate
Federal building. A l arge p,ortion of tho athl etic field should
be developed into a public 'off-str E'~o t" parking facility, as
recommended oo.1_,lier o Tho fringes of the area could be planted
and landscaped to improve app earanc es .
Tho location already selected for the now Dilla rd High
School (Fi gure 33), is sufficiently spacious for development
as a now educational and recr ea tion center for n egroes. The
pr esent Dillard p l ant , with its recreational facilities, can
then be devoted sololy to tho n ee ds of tl1c elementary grades.
Figure 33 suggests relative areas in which additional school
sitos should bo ac quired. Thos e areas do not point to specific
properties, but rather to g onoral locations in which specific
and desirable sitos can be acquired. Tho actual sites should
be centrally locatod within developing neighborhoods to avoid
maln traveled highways. They should also be sGloctcd near propos (d neighborhood recreation sitos. In selecting any proposed
school site, tho Board of Public Instruction should b e governed
by the following criteria: accessibility, adequacy with respect
to noodod services and size, arr·angcment, orientation and possibilities for expansion. By devoting some consideration to some
of these matters now, and acquiring sites of adequate size in advance of dRKfllopment, much monoy can be saved and many future
hcadaches/oe avoided.
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more than one-quarter mile from a bus line. All bus lines
leaving the present terminal use heavily-traveled major streets
through the central business district. Two lines (1 and 2) use
Las Olas Boulevard 1 7, 4 and 8 travel Andrews Avenue south and
3 and 6 travel it north. Second Street west of Andrews Avenue
is used by lines 3 and 9.
Tho loft-hand turns of buses into and from tho streams of
traffic on Andrews Avenue at Third Street and Las Olas Boulevard
retard traffic flow at intervals along this busy thoroughfare,
especially during rush hours. Tho intersection of Third Street
and Andrews Avenue is particularly confusing.
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FIRE PROTECTION FACILITIES
Fire stations are public structures that should be located strategically throughout the corporate area, accessible to
tributary properties as speedily as possible. Not all such
structures are required to be equipp ed and staffed alike. Central stations, located within the central fire district, must
be equipped with a great er variety of equipment and be more
heavily-manned than the residential or precinct station, which
may only need a pt~per. But, notwithstanding, tho type of equipment and personnel, location of s ·~ructu·re and radius of eff e ctiveness are important. The National Board of Fire Underwriters
and the Southeastern Underwriters Association are authorities
as to equipment and other features.
Figure 34 shows the pres ent l'ocation of fir e stations and
fire alarm boxes, also locations of proposed stations. It is
understood that the central fire station will move to the new
City Hall site when completed, which will enable it to render a
more effective and efficient service to tho high value central
district.
Fire stations should be so locat e d in residential areas
that they can s e rve propurtios within a radius of 1! to 2 miles.
In the central high value district, the effe ctiv e radius should
not exceed 3/4 mile .
Because of the riv e r with its bridges, and the railroad
with its grade crossings, new fire stations should be anticipated to e liminate tho haza rds incident to these barriers. Figure 20 also shows tho sugg e sted location of future fire s tations
to be provided as the City grows. Those stations are located
so that they can be int e rconne cted for service, and also so as
to minimize hazards. A station on the beach is needed now,

TRANSIT
Mass transportation in Fort Lauderdale is entirely by
motor bus. The bus terminal, located near tho int ersection of
First Avenue and First Street Southeast, serves as the foci for
all of the bus lines radiating throughout the City. The op e rating schedules to and from the central t e rminal are arranged
so that all buses complete their runs at ap p roximately the same
time, which makes the terminal the principal transfer point.
This concehtration of buses within the c entral business district
periodically throughout the day and evening is the source of
considerable congestion as the y approach and depart from the
t e rminal. Although this arrangeme nt ma y not be too critical
now, it will become more incroasingly so as the frequency of
trips and nwnber ofi~ines are multiplied, and the volume of traffic on the stree ts/1nt onsifiod
Figure 35 shows the routes currently traversed by the several lines, also those portions of the corporate area lying
more than one-quarter mile from a bus line. All bus lines
leaving the present terminal use heavily-traveled major streets
through the central business district. Two lines (1 and 2) use
Las Olas Boulevard, 7,
and 8 travel Andrews Avenue south and
3 and 6 travel it north. Second Street west of Andrews Avenue
is used by lines 3 and 9.

4

Tho loft-hand turns of bus0s into and from tho streams of
traffic on Andrews Avenue at Third Street and Las Olas Boulevard
r0tard traffic flow at intervals along this busy thoroughfare,
especially during rush hours. The intersection of Third Street
and Andrews Avenue is particularly confusing.
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TRANSPORTATION
Historically, transportation has contributed immeasurably
to the growth and development of Fort Lauderdale. With the extension of the Flagler System into Miami, Fort Lauderdale began
to take form as a City. Later, tho extension of the Seaboard
Railroa~from central Florida and tho north into southenst Florid~ introduced a now competitive clement, giving Fort Lauderdale
access to tl1o tributary regions of two great trunk line systems.
Since 1925, tho State highway system has beon extended and im-
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TRANSPORTATION
Historically, transportation has contributed itnmeasurably
to the growth and development of Fort Lauderdale. With the extension of the Flagler System into Miami, Fort Lauderdale began
to take form as a City. Later, tho extension of the Seaboard
Railroa~from central Florida and tho north into aouthenst Florid~ introduced a now competitive clement , giving Fort Lauderdale
access to tho tributary regions of two groat trunk line systems.
Since 192.5, tho Btatc highway system has beon oxtonded and im-

It would be helpful lator to rework the various bus schedules so as to maintain a steady flov1 of buses into and from the
terminal, and thereby olimina te tho sur·gos of movement characteristic of the present system. If tho inbound buses of Routes
1 and 2 would turn north on Fourth Avenue and thence left into
Second Street Southeast, a left-hand turn at Third Avenue and
Second Street Southeast could be eliminated. Third Avenue will
ultimately become a major commercial street on which traffic
flows should not be retarded by loft-hand turns. Similarly, if
Route 5 could be extended south along Sixth Avenue to Second
Street Southe ast, the left-hand turn at Broward Boulevard could
be eliminated . Broward Boulevard will become an increasingly
important nthroughif street along which loft-hand turns should
either be .eliminated or minimized. It is further suggested
that Route 3, inbound, be routed south along Fourth Avenue Northwest to Broward Boulevard and thence oast along Broward Boulevard
to the terminal. This would shift the loft-hand turn from Broward and Andrews to Broward and Fou.Pth Avenue Northwest without
increasing tho length of haul to tho terminal. The inbound trip
of Route 9 should continuo north on Fifth Avenue Northwest to
Broward Boulevard, and thence east to Second Avenue to the terminal, ther eby eliminating all left-hand turns in the central
district except at Second Avenue, where the line unters the
terminal . The elimination of those various left-hand turns, or
their shift to less important spots, would materially expedite
traffic flow on major stroots.
The concept of a central loading and transfer station is
. good, providing patrons are not obliged to walk too far. The
central facility removes buses fl., om the moving streams of traffic during loading n1ovoments . It would , however, be still more
effective if no curbside loading wo~e permitted in the central
district within 1,000 to 1,200 feet ~ the central station,because curbside loading ln congested areas retards all traffic
flow. Such· a plan would require bus patrons within the 1 1 000
to 1,200 foot radius to board buses at tho central station or
at the first scheduled stop.
Tho principal criticism of the present terminal is its restricted area. It can acco1nmodato the currently operating buses
during the loading p eriods, but when more lines are added, it
will become congested and, possibly, hazardous. To overcome
this objection, a now site in the direction of' commercial development should be anticipated, on e sufficiently spacious to accommodate a greater number of buses and allow more freedom of
passenger movement . Some cities have provided similar terminals
equipped with small shops for the last minute use of patrons.
As the City grows, existing routes must be extended or rearranged, or n ew routes addod, some· of which may not even penetrate the central district. With the completion of a roadway
to the beach in tho southern part of the City, an opportunity
will be presented to establish a loop line serving the beach
area from north to south , utilizing Tenth Street on the north,
and Fifteenth or Seventoonth Stroot on tho south. Other lines
now existant can be expanded to penetrate tho outlying areas
under development.

TRANSPORTATION
Historically, transportation has contributed i1nmeasurably
to the growth and development of Fort Lauderdale. With the extension of the Flagler System into Miami, Fort Lauderdale began
to take form as a City. Later, tho extension of the Seaboard
Railroa~from central Florida and tho north into southenst Florid~ introduced a now competitive clement , giving Fort Lauderdale
access to tr1o tributary regions of two groat trunk line systems.
Since 1925, tho State highway system has bean extended and im-

proved gradually until Fort Lauderdale is now accossib]e by
highway to all parts of Plo1"lida and t ho nation. rrhe projected
super highway,from Miami to J a cksonville and northward, will
improve still further tho highway facilities . Port Everglades ,
created in 1926, established Fort Laudurdale as one of the principal doep water ports of tho world. ·Although the City has two
airports available to it, one a rnunicipnl port on the north and
the other a navy port on tho south, its importance as a major
airport is subordinate currently to the international airports
of Miami . Tho master hi ghway plan of tho City, pr eviously pro sentod, was designed in such a way as to coordinate tho respective transportation facilities.
The Port Ev erglades development at tho south limits of tho
City establishes an area that should be absorbed gro.dually by
industrial and distribution facilities. Thore arc l a rge tracts
of undeveloped land in this section, accessible to both trunk
railroads via trackage facilities of the Port Authority . It is
here that joint freight and int or chango facilities should ultimately be provided, serviceable to Fort La uderdale, Port Everglades, Dania and Hollywood. Already o:;rtensivo p e troleum storage and distribution facilities have boon established here.
The principal railroad problem affecting the futuro charactor and .growth of Fort Lo.udordal o revolves around the rightof-way and terminal faciliti e s of tho Florida East Coast Railway_ This ra:ilroad Vlas projoctod th1lough this region when no
one could foreso0 the subsequent tremendous development and
grOJVth that followed quickly in tho wake of tho railroad; a
right-of-way farther to tho west might have been projected.
Over tho years , t ho right-of-way of tho Florida East Coast
Railway has become a definite barrier , di viding and det ormlning
the functional dov0lopmont on its cast and west sides. As point- .
ed out olsowhorc , development cast of the railroad has proceeded more rapidly than that west, and unless tho railroad rightof-way is spanned by overpasses, as recownendod, the inequalities
of the past will continue in tho future. Tho ideal plan would
provide, of cot~se, for tho elimination of the barrier by moving the trackage westward to a point whore the facilities of the
two railroad systems could he unified, but such an undertaking
is romoto because of tho many conflicting factors and interests
involved. In tho absence of an early realization of such a
plan, tho alternative of overpa sses is proposed.
The passenger t orrninal erGctod when tho Florida East Coast
Railway was initially osto.blishod still is us od daily . Although
located centro.lly wi th r espect to t ho CO!lh'l!lorcial development of
the City, the station is wholly inapproprio.to and inadequate to
meet the present ne ods of tho City. Few cities of 40 ,000 iri
America have a more inadequate facility. Through tho years ,
railroading has advanced greatly , and, vlhl; roas trains of a few
cars' length wore once tho vogue, today t r ains of groat length
aro common. Because of tho narrow bridgo over the Now River,
and the unique plan of double tracking employed, engines southbound stop on the north side of tho riv er with their string · of
fifteen to oightoon cars blocking grade crossings for several
blocks. With a minimum of six passenger trains per day in each
direction, and a maximmn of ten, tho resultinG delays at grade
crossings due to tho location of the present terminal aro exceedingly costly and confusing to tho motoring public. None of
the grade crossings aro protected with gates. Conditions curr ently arc bad enough, but will deteriorate rapidly when twice
as many cars circulate through the streets of the City, and
two to three times as many people live in Fort Lauderdal e ,
Obviously, to relocate tho passenger terminal will be a much
needed improvement in tho greater Fort Laudordale of the future.
A passenger t erminal should bo located to r ender tho best
possible service to the public using it, and at tho same time,
p e rmit of economical , safe railroad op eration. It is no longer
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necessary or desirable to locate such terminals in the centers
or at the hearts of cities. Automobile transportation from the
respective parts of tho City over direct and well-patrolled major highways makes it possible to establish terminals at sitos
that arc convenient and satisfactory to both railroad and patron.
Terminals should, however, be located whore the greatest nmnber
of people have access to them without the probabilities of delay due to traffic congestion .
studios of railroad traffic movements through Fort Lauderdale, in relation to growth and development, suggest a now passenger station site in tho vicinity of Third Avenue Northeast and
Ninth Street Northeast. This location is on a stretch of straight
track for starting and stopping. Currently, trains stopping in
this location would block Tenth Street until tho overpass recommended herein has been completed . An area sufficiently spacious
could bo · preparod in this locality on which an adequate, creditable station could be erected , Tho site is readily acc e ssible
to Andrews, Third and Sixth Avenues and to Tenth Stroot, and
thence to the downtown and tho boacl1 sections , From this site
traffic could be dispersed without causing congestion in any
part of the City. It is also relatively close to tho newly established City Hall sito on Andrews Avenue . Tho site is also
accessible to tho entire west side via Fourth and Seventh Avenues
without encountering too many dolays resulting from frequent
bridge openings. rrhon, finally , this locality is in line with
tho active trend of development in the City .
The Seaboard station is located in the west part of the
City , It is commodious and adequate to moot the needs of this
railroad for many years ,
In addition to the facili tics of tho railroads and ·.~ort,
truck and bus transportation is also important . Many truck lines
operate into Fort Lauderdale serving the various businesses .
There arc no central truck loading and distribution stations because most of the deliveries are made directly to tho enterprise
served. This activity , however, emphasizes the necessity of
providing off-street loading and unloading areas in tho future ,
such as were provided by tho new Burdine development.
The Greyhound Bus Station for passengers is currently located at the corner of First Avenue and First Street Southeast,
adjacent to tho local bus terminal. This station is small and
inadequate to properly sorvo the increasing bus traffic antici~
patod . An enlarged facility with more spacious arrangements
should ultimately bo provided elsewhere, preferably north of
Broward Boulevard. At least a half-block should be allocated to
a bus terminal and its appurtenances to accommoqatc the volume
of passenger traffic using buses . It would not be amiss to establish a cownodious bus terminal in the same area in which it
is proposed to establish a now F'lorida East Coast Railway station, A transportation center croatod in this section would b~
removed from tho congestion and confusion of tho central business district,and yot easily accessible.
None of tho major air lines stop at Fort Lauderdale because
of its proximity to the largo Miami terminals. The time will
come, however, when an airport in the vicinity of Fort Lauderdale
will sorve to relit;;VO the congestion at Miami , consequently,
some thought should be given to the continued improvement and
usc of the municipal airport north of the City. Tho Navy Airport, south of tho City, would be a commendable acquisition because of its close proximity to populated areas and the excellence of its facilities. When Fort Lauderdale attains a population two or three times its present nwnber, there will bo a
demand for one or two airports, one for private planes and one
for long distance commercial and cargo use. Provisions for these
two fields should bo anticipated now in order to fill the need
when the demand arises.
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SANITATION AND HEALTH
WATER SUPPLY - SEi!JERAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL - DTIAINAGE

The water supply of Fort LaudGrdale has been derived from
eleven wells, ten of which are scattered throughout a consider•
able area in the Golf Club section, west of the City. ~·vater
from these wells is pumped to the filtration plant, located on
the \'Vest Dixie Highway about four miles southwest of the central business district. One well, located near the corner of
West Broward Boulevard and Southwest Fourteenth Avenue, is pumped
directly into the distribution system. These eleven wells are
bei11g augmented currently by seven additional twelve inch wells .
Ten of the present wells are of twelve tnch diameter, and one of
ten inch, and their depths vary from 110 to 160 feet. Each of
the wells ls pumped at a maximum of not more than 500 gallons
per minute.
According to studies conducted by the United States Geological Su.rvey, "the supply is ade quate , the quality of water
after softening is good, and the water table situation is satisfactory because of the distances of the wells from the bay and
from unregulated canals.n
Water from ten wells is pumped tl1rough an aerater where the
flow is by gravity, through ten (one ·million gallons per day e.ach)
rapid sand filters into a 2.75 million gallons clear well located at the main pumping station. A 135,000 gallon elevated tank
for washing filters is connected so that it may be drained into
the clear well reservoir in case of emergency. The maximum
treating capacity of the plant is l4 million gallons per day.
There are three elevated storage tanks: one of 500 1 000 gallons capacity located at Fifteenth Avenue and Tenth Street, one
of 76,000 gallons on East Broward Boulevard and Victoria Park
Road and one of 500,000 gallons capacity at Southwest TwentyFirst Street and Fifth Avenue Southwest.
Figure 36 shows areas of Fort Lauderqale that are accessible to and served by water services, also the locations of the
three elevated storage tanlcs.

A thirty (30) inch supply main extends from the plant along
. Broward Boulevard to the elevated storage tanks.
Since the installation of the present wells, treatment and
pumping plants in 1925, the vrl1ole system l~s been in continual
process of extension and improvement to meet the ever-increasing
demands made on it.
Table XII shows the total annual p~npage, average daily
pumpage for the year and the maximum daily pumpage for each year,
1940 to May, 1948.
TA3LE XII
PER CENT
DAILY PER
MAXIMUM DAY
AVERAGE
TOTAL ANNUAL
CAPITA
IS OF AVER(GALLONS)
AGE DAY
YEi\.R _J_UMPAGE
DAILY I:!AXIMUM DAILY

-

10L~

1,870,000 4,133,000 5-7

2,230,000 4,780,000 5-23

2,3dO,OOO L~,450,000 8-11

3,000,000 5,$10,000 6-17

3,740,000
),810,000
4,100,000
3,820,000

.,95o,ooo

1.1

5,978,000 6-9
5,306,000 )-24
6,615,000 4-24

6,336,000 5-27

?,L~BB,ooo

.;}January-April, inclusive
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dividual septic tanks . Figuro 37 shows what a small portion of
the City is now served by sewerage, a situation which is criticale
The Co1nr1is s ion should adopt a health pro tee ti on poll.cy of
extending sewer lines as rapidly as possible to eliminate sep tic tanl:s . Such sev;er extensions could be financed by proceeds
from revenue bonds , payable from sewer rentals based on water
consumption, a plan now being followed in Miami and Daytona
Beach, Florida . This plan is recommended for inunediate consideration .

-~-9 -

From the above table it will be noted that the annual pumpage of water doubled from 1940 to 1948, and bas~d on the normal
recorded populations of 1940 and 1945, the per capita daily
pumpage increased from 104 to ll.t.6. Obviously, the months of
greatest pumpage were those generally from October to May, inclusive, which were also the months of the grea~est seasonal
population and the lowest incidence of rainfall. Although the
figures do not reflect the various uses of water, much of the
annual pumpage is used for the watering Of lawns and shrubs.
The maximum daily pumpage .usually occurs in months of low
rainfall, during the first half of the year, Since 1940, it
has varied from 14.0 per cent of the average daily pumpage to 220
per cent, with an average of 176 per cent. The maximum daily
pumpage for 19L~8, to May 1, was slightly more than one-half the
maximum treating capacity of the present plant. It is also
nearly twice the maximun1 daily pumpage of 1940.
Eighteen wells with a maximum capacity of 500 gallons per
minute will be able to produce 5.l.j.. million gallons per 10 hours,
or B.l million gallons per 15-hour period , which will easily
meet the current requirements of the average and maximum day.
But, if the growth of Fort Lauderdale pursues the course herein
predicted (Figure 6), additional facilities will be needed prior
t:>

1955-1960.

On the basis of an average per capita pmnpage of 150 gallons and a maximw.n day of 175 per cent of tb.e average, the following approximate volumes of water should be antlcipated to
satisfy the req1irements of the specified populations:
POPULATION
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000

AVERAGE DAILY PUMPAGE

MAXIMUM DAILY PUMPAGE

10,500,000

13,0001000
15,700,000
13,400,000

12,000,000

21,000,000

7,500,000
9,000,000

These estimates are; in all probability, somewhat in excess
cf the actual requirements, but, notwithstanding, they reflect
the tr•end and point to the tlme additional facilities will be
needed. In other words, between 196.5 and 1970, the capacities
of the source, tJ:eatment and pumping facilities must be doubled.

SE'NERAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL
In 1926-1927, Fort Lauderdale prepared a master sewerage
plan applicable to the corporate area, which is still used as
a guide to sewage extensions. The master plan not only shows
the routes of mains and laterals, but their sizes, and the location of ejector and pumping stations. After the boom, and
during the depression of the '30s, little or no sewerage ~xten
sion work was done. Since the start of the second period of
intensive growth, the City's inability to extend sewer lines as
rapidly as needed has resulted in the installation of many individual septic tanks. Figuro 37 shows what a small portion of
the City is now served by sewerage, a situation which is critical.
The Commission should adopt a health protection policy of
extending sewer lines as rapidly as possible to eliminate septic tan1:s. Such sevrer extensions could be financed by proceeds
from revenue bonds, payable from sewer rentals based on water
consumption, a plan now being followed in Miami and Daytona
Beach, Florida. This plan is recownended for immediate consideration.
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The physical pattern of the CitY. is a mosaic of land subdivisions (Figure 3) of varyi11g si zos , many of v..d1 ich were laid
out and developed in advance of corporate expansion . Tho initial
town site subdivision, with its street widths and lot dimensions,
established a central plan or pattern that influenced all subsequent land subdivision patterns . As the original town expanded, and activity moved farther from the center , subdivisions
cline:;ing to the basic pattern v~rere developed, especially for
dwelling purposes . · Tho Pesult has been the repoti tion of the
monotonous gridiron characteristic of so many American cities.
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Plans were prepared in 1926-1927 for an elaoorate sewage
treatment plant, which was constructed subsequently, but never
operated as planned . Instead, much of the plant was stripped
of its mechanical equipment . Currently, the primary treatment
portion of the plan, only, is operating . Th~ activateq sludge
portion of the plant is being by-p~ssed . This plant, reconditioned as originally intended, would still r ·e nder an effective
service . It is located on Northwest Sixth Street (Figure 37) .
Currently, much partially treated and untreated sewage is
flowing into the waterways surrounding Fort Lauderdale . If the
practice continues , the waters of the area will become increasingly fouled and polluted . Such conditions are not indicative
of good sanitary practices . Not only should the plant afford
primary and secondary treatment , but its capacity must be kept
apace of the growth of the cooonunity .

DRAINAGE AND PEST CONTROL
The welfare and comfort of t he citizenry of Fort Lauderdale 'will improve one e. a planned pro gram of mosquito and sandfly control is inauc;urated. The pleasure of the beach area is
frequently disturbed by the sand- fly activity . The City, in
cooperation with Broward ·county, shou ld be gin the treatment of
the marsb.o s and sloughs in tho nor the as t part of the City, which
are the principal breeding areas . Effective systems of pest
control have now be en established, wh ich appli e d here will greatly improve the liv ea.bili ty of the vrhole area .
The rising wat ers of 19li-7 pointed out that the problem of
drainage in t he City is not solely a local problem . The exceptionally heavy ra i ns and high tides resulted in a condition
which is not apt to be repeat e d except under the same unusual
conditions . Th ere arc, however, sovoral a reas within the City
limits that would benefit from additional drainage . The most
important area is t hat in tho central business district near
First Avenue and Browar d Boulevard, near the Post Office, and
the fill on tho wes tern end of the Hirrnnarshee Canal. The re is
also a small s ection ncar Tenth Stree t and Fourteenth Avenue
Northeast which requires attention.
Any large ·scale draina ge program at this time might detract
from the vastly more important other public works proposals contained in the comprehensive plan. Areas requiring special
treatment may be added to the general pr ogram from time to time.
Drainage will a l wa y ~; bo a problem because of the topography and
the vast ar eas of t he Ev <jrglades, which must pour their excess
waters ove r tho east coa s tal rim to reach the ocean .

SUBDIVISION CONTROL AND DZSIGN
The physical pattern of the CitY. is a mosaic of land subdivisions (Figure 3) of varyi11.g sizes, many of vihich were laid
out and developed in advance of corporate expansion . Tho initial
town site subdivision, with its street widths and lot dimensions,
establis hed a central plan or pattern that influenced all subsequent land subdivision patterns . As the original town expanded, and activity moved farther from the center, subdivisions
clinging to the basic pattern v.rere developed, especially for
dwelling purposes . · The Pesult has been the repetition of the
monotonous gridiron characteristic of so many American cities.
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The land owner, in contemplating the subdivision of his
land, was interested primarily in the speculative aspects of the
venture, in the number of lots each acre of land would produce
and be sold at an optimum profit. 'I he function of the individual
land parcel in the creation of a wholesome, well-balanced structure as a whole was of no par·ticular concern. Individualism was
predominant. Each land subdivision boc~me a separate, independe.nt parcel of land, cut up and marketed without regard to the
functions of the adjoining areas or the welfare of the community
as a whole.
1

Land parcels a ggregating considerable ar0a, subdivided sole- ly for residential purposes without regard for open spaces for
public use, such as play spaces, parks, schools and recreation
areas, force upon tho co~nunity the necessity of acquiring such
necessary public areas after the lots have been improved for
private purposes,b~~s increasing the cost far above the figure
which would have/oo~ainod if the facility had been incorporated
in the original subdivision designs. Likewise, off-street parking and car storage splCes are lacl{ing, and either the whole area
is open to connnercial improvement, or it is rigidly excluded.
Too narrow lots promote um1ecossary and excessive density of land
use. As a result of this unguided, hit or miss subdivision activity, American cities aro currently confronted with many large
scale and high-cost projects to remedy street patterns of arbitrary unovon widths, severe jogs, dead ends and grade crossings,
which resulted from the wasteful and dangerous earlier practices
and which are incompatible with the demands of a new era of fastmoving traffic.
Land subdivision and rosubdivision is still essential to
the growth and development of the City. To prevent tho mistakes
of the past and promote a more wholesome, orderly development,
minimum standards of land subdivision are desirable. Too often
a "subdivision" is an open field, with streets and lots designated by wooden stakes with, perhaps, one main street roughly
graded. The land, topographically, j_s unsuited to residential
uses and, geographically, too remote fromwater and sewerage
utilities. The moro progressive, civic-minded developers are
willing to spend large sums of money to provide paving, curbs
and gutters, street plantings, lights and utilities, realizing
that such expenditures contribute to the quality and attractive.
ness of the connnunity as a whole . But too few developers are
willing to assume these responsibilitles; they get by with bare
necessities, anticipating that the City will provide the essential services and utilities at public expense. Such uncontrolled
activities have often resulted in the creation of many illadvised subdivisions that ultimately find their way to the delil1quent tax roll. A general patter,n of land uses (zoning) supplemented by a minimum sot of land subdivision rules or guides
will prevent much of tho spotty, indiscriminate development
characteristic of American citiqs.
Authorities have quito generally agreed on certain fundamental principles which should govern subdivision practices.
Primarily, the subdivision should be considered an integral part
of the whole, and be correlated to the neighborhood of which it
is a part. If a large subdivision, it should be considered and
developed as a complete neighborhood, with its e.llo ·L~ment of
space to public and semi-public uses and for commercial development. No long e r should a subdivision located within the corporate area, or contiguous thereto, be considered as an entity
independent of the welfare of the nioghborhood or region of
which it is an integral part. Specifically, subdivision designs:
1.

Should be correlated to the official street pattern of
the City.

2.

Should have ample areas reserved for public and semipublic uses.
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factories and busy stores aro desirable assets of any city. They
inspire progress and activity, but smoking factories do not always make a City liveable and an object of pride. Obsolete rundown buildings do not inspire confidence, To be liveable and
inspiring, cities should be officiant and orderly in their pattorn of growth and development; they should ho.vc adequate and
decent housing faciliti es , adequate and wcll-oquip:r;e d parks and
recreation facilities, an aduquate and officiant circulatory system and easy accessibility to public utilities.
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3.

Should have streets and lots of accepted dimensions.

4.

Street curvatures should follow accepted standards.

5.

Block lengths and widths should be defined.

6.

In largo subdivisions, commercial centers and community
buildings should be provided.

Adherence to a few minimum regulations to be administered by the
Planning Board will go far to assure tho people that a wholesome
pattern of physical development will ultimately result, one in
which tho intogri ty of charactor and value will be presol~ved.
Tho following figures illustrate tho differences between good
and bad practices in land subdivision.

CIVIC ART Al'ID COHMUNI11Y APPEARANCES

nThe primary pu;rposo of the City is to provide ade.qua te
living and working a.ccorrrnoda ti ons for its population. il Cities
arc for human beings, and to be live able, wholesome and productive of the best, they should have a well-rounded and balanced
growth, be healthful and , by such development, achieve attractiveness, order and beauty.
Civic Art has to do with anything that contributes to or
enhances the liveability of tho City, its general attractiveness,
appeal and beauty. It encompasses those qualities of cleanliness, neatness, order, efficiency and dignity that stir mon 1 s
souls and arouse in them a new sense of civic responsibility and
consciousness.
As ono travels over the country through hundrods .of average
cities, tho impressions made by some are stampAd indelibly on
one's memory . Tho beauty and spaciousness of Washington arc
thrilling; the magnificonco a ·1d scope of Chicago 1 s lake shore
dri vo and p arl~s captivates ono; tho quiet beauty and natural development of tho Hinneapolis park system aro rostful and pleasing; tho stately beauty and harmonious arrangement of San Francisco's Civic Center arc enthralling; tho cleanliness and newness
of Tulsa arc refreshing; and tho charm and soronity of old Now
Orleans and Charleston are appealing. Outstanding cities - yes,
many of them; they all possess c ert a in qualities that remove
thorn from the class of th0 ordinary. They arc places of distinction. Ill connnenting on an individual, we frequently refer
to his "porsonality. 17 A City has nporsonalityn; n quality that
impresses itself deeply on tho minds and memories of man to such
a degree that it is remembered and talked about, whereas hundreds
of others arc forgotten. Evory City can be an average City - :
just another place, but that intangible something called nporsonalityu contributes much to tho lifo and welfaro of the City
just as it docs to tho lives of indi vlduals.
Too many people measure the greatness of their City by its
commercial and industrial prestige. Fine buildings, smoking
factories and busy stores arc desirable assets of any city. They
inspire progress and activity, but sn1oking factories do not always make a City liveable and an obj e ct of prido. Obsolete rundown buildings do not inspire confidence. To be liveable and
inspiring, cities should be efficient and orderly in th0ir pattorn of growth and development; they should hnvo adequate and
docent housing facilities, adequate and wcll-equipr;e d parks and
recreation facilities, an adoquate and efficient circulatory system and easy accessibility to public utilities.
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Every person has an innate desire for attractiveness, order
and beauty. The executive will discard his old furniture to install something now that adds beauty and distinction to his office. Ho practices t b.o same rule as tho industrialist. Even
industry seeks to streamline nnd beaut~fy tho product to make it
morlc appealing to the consumer. But, strangely 1 tho executi vo
and industrialist seldom demand that tho same principles be applied to tho City wherein they live. Many arc indifferent and
insensible to thoso things that have happened "across tho
tracks,/' indiff oront toward tho needs of those finer qualities
that contribute to a bettor, more inspiring community life.
To achi ove greatness and distinction and 11 porsonality," the
iitizens of tho City should thinlc a little in terms other than
th e ma t rial. They nrust recognize tho usefulness and va lue of
those things that contribute something more than merely nbread
and butter." They must become interested in the community as a
whole; they must become int orost cd in ap pearances and the conditions of tho environment. 'rncy must create a new, stimulating
"civic consciousness," that intangible something to "liftn their
feeling of pride and loyalty to n ow hei ghts, above the average.
Fort Lauderdale is a relativ e ly young, new City. It has not
yet been spoiled. Its location on tho soa, its many island developments, its winding streams and wa t e rways impart to Fort
Lauderdale an attractiveness and charm that is unique. Tho
tropical vegetation, trees and landsc aping contribute greatly to
its desirability as a pla ce to liv e . In th0 growth that lies
ahead, tho beauty and app eal of tho present should be continued.
An Art Jury created by tho City would bo helpful to maintain tho
harmony and consistency of architectural development. Nothing
should be tolerated that clashes with or disturbs t h e gon0ral
beauty of tho scene. It is difficult to build, but easy to destroy. Enabling loc;islation would be required.
In addition to tho creation of an Art Jury, the re arc other
things tho City c an do to improve its attractiveness and appearance, and contribute to its qignity and character • .
1.

Entrances to tho ·city. A front door usually admits one
to the living room of the home; it is a spot of happy
anticipation. Tho entrances to the City are analogous
to tho front door of the home. After riding through
the country, ono often g e ts a sh ock at the front door~
Roa dside ~t a nds, juke joints a n d sha cks make a bad impression. They mar tho beauty of tho scone. · The County
and tho City, working to ge ther with the various civic
organizations, should str i ve to keep the gateways clean
and presentable • . They should be attractive, not disgrac eful. Hot dog st ands, disreput a ble shacks and other
roadside ~ ntcrprises should bo discouraged. The roadsides should be p lant ed with flowering shrubs, and thoso
structure s ere cted should be attractive in desi gn and
servo a useful purpose.

2.

Propurty owners and tenants should be urg0d and encouraged to plant and cultivate lawns and flow e ring shr~bs.
Neighborhood contests should be initiated to stimulate
a lively interest. A little activity in this direction
would transform many unattractive spots into beauty
places.

3.

Billboards should not be permitted to mar the landscape
or scene ry. No billbo nrd should be so located that it
becomes a hazard to traffic by diverting the attention
of the driver. Billboa rds are often means of harboring
filth accumulations • . They are hardly economic e ss entials today. Entrances to the City should not be clutt ored up with dilapidated billboards. In Massachusetts,
the Supreme Court has ruled that billbon.rds may be reg ..
ulatod on tho ground of safety • .
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4.

The overhanging sidewalk sign is a common sight. Frequently, morchants vie with each other to soc who can
get the best and biggest visual advantage. Some signs
are hung hi gh, some low; some evon project into the
highway areas. Filling and service stations not infrequently erect signs in tho corner plot of intersections,
areas that should be frco from obstruction. .E very overhanging sign occupies public property. No businesses
have a vested interest in that land between the street
lines. That is public property fo1'l tho convenience and
safe circulation of tho public. To control overhanging
sidewalk or street signs, and other obstructions in the
street area, the City should impose a substantial fee
or tax. Tho imposition of such a tax, supplemented by
regulations controlling tho kind and siz.e, would elimj_nato many unsightly and often grotesque obstructions,
und thereby greatly improve the appearance and the saf ..
ety in high winds of all highways.

5.

The extension of business, ribbon-like, along many
streets depreciates tho value of much property that can
never be absorbed for co~norcial purposes, and not all
of it can be. Tho super markets have discovered that
critical intersections are valuable, especially if they
can provide sufficient off-street parking space. Neighborhood business areas should bo encouraged . The Chamber of Commerce and the Real Estate Boar d would be ideal
agencies to promote tho establishment of critically-located intersection business centers where the tributary
public can be served.

6.

Enough pro~ress has already been made throughout the
nation to d emonstrate the value of good housing, in the
buildil~ of good citizens and good cities.
The Police
Department and Juvenile Courts can relate plenty of the
evils and costs to tho comntunity of bad, sordid housing.
Most of our cities have slum and blighted areas; they
also have too many old, obsolete, oversized homes headad stright for blight. fi1o infection, once started,
grows and sproads with insidious rapidity, destroying
tho values and taxpaying capacity. Tho public housing
proj e cts no1Jv in operation prove conclusively that people appreciate docent surroundings.

7.

Genero.l _cloa~~ps , renovating, paint_ing, trinuning, will
do much to improve tho appen.ra.nco of the City. The exercise of cleanliness and neatness at homo will be reflected in the character of the neighborhood, and from
the ne ighborhood to the City as a whole. Every day
should bo clean-up-paint-up day.

8.

Parks and rocroation areas arc the lungs of the City.
Such open spaces mould be provided in ovor~hB~~W1bor
hood, as pre viously J~ocommondod, and each/oe a tt"rac ti voly kept.

Cities need not bo ugly and unsightly. They need not be
colorless, drab or ordinary. Tho civic 71 forcos" of the City, as
represented by tho Ohambor of Commerce, tho civic clubs, garden
clubs, neighborhood associations and Parent Teachers, directed
through channels of coordinated thinking and action, aro all that
~necessary to remake a City.
Such a forces_," thinking and acting in selfless ways for the welfare of the whole, can soon impart to a City a Hpersonali ty. 11 To marshal tb.o n forces, 11 to put
them to v1ork for tho good of all, is tho job tho progrossivo
citizenry of Fort Lauderdale should tackle. It is an unselfish
sorvico requiring iigreo.tness ."
Fort Lauderdale is on tho threshhold of a great poriod of
growth and improvement. That growth and improvement should be inspired by the achi0vcmonts of the past, a heritage that deserves
even greater things. Balancing the altruistic with th0 useful
and material, Fort Lauderdale will emerge as tho unique beauty
spot of the lower East Coast.
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ACTIVATION OF THE PLAN
Most cities have grown without tho benefit of an over-all
comprehensive plan. Tho builders of an earlier day did not foresec the impact of modern technology, sociology and economics.
Poople lived close together; they walked to and from their work,
traveled by horse and buggy, street car or bicycle. Streets
wore built for such modes of transporto..tion. 'rochnology has
changed tho picture, and today cities are confronted with many
complex problems affecting their very existence . Cities arc taking stock, diagnosi~dthoir ills and preparing orderly inventories of their needs/ programs of futuro project~. Cities are pro paring comprehensive plans of development based on facts and
tr·onds.
Plans arc guides to orderly action. Just as the plans of
tho architect and engineer define pattex·ns for tho building of
structures and utilities, so docs t~e comprehensive City Plan
lay down a pattern of growth and dovolopmont for tho urban structure so that desirable goals may be achieved in an orderly
fashion.
The comprehensive City Plan is a correlation of a groat
many specialized plans relating to the various phases of urban
dovolopmont. Of necessity, such a plan is formulated on broad,
general lines. Tho comprehensive plnn is developed for and
around people , their way of living, moving about , working and
playing. It is not a rigid p~ttorn, but one subject to modification and chango as conditions chango.
Planning studios roveo.l tho n0ed for many improvements which
in the aggregate require vnst sums of money. All the improvements · proposed arc d osiro.blo , but , fortuno.toly, all arc not needed at one time; the·y -co.n be spread ovor a period of years, ac cording to their priority of necessity and in accord with a reasonable ability to finance. Too often pooplo see a list of
recommended pro,jocts wlth their estimated cost in tho aggrogato.
Without further study they throw up their hands in ·despair.
They fail to sco that tho planning studios have evo.luo.tod and
correlated tho long rnngo needs of the community and assigned an
order of necessity to tho many projects proposed, somo for early
realization, others for realization years honea.
Broad, comprehensive plans can remain static and inert or
become dynamic, living instruments. Which course they take depends primarily on the people of the co1m~uni ty for whom they were
made. Through the concerted efforts of the various specialized
action groups ln the City, including semi-public and semi-official
groups, as well as the var·ious departMents of the City government ,
the various projects proposed will be achieved. .Acting as a
stabilizer directing the actlon of the civic forces, the Plan is
designed to keep the whole community in balance while proe;ress
is made toward specific goals.
There seems to be no reliable stereotyped course of action
to insure the final consummation, in orderly fashion, of those
projects recommended or proposed in the Plan. Changing conditions and demands emphasize the necessity of utilizirrg various
devices for activating and keeping alive the objectives of the
Plan, feature by feature.
In Fort Lauderdale, the City Planning Board and the City Commission are the two principal official
groups directly concerned with the physical developr.1ent and requirements of the Oity; they are interested in finding ways to
activate the Plan. To assist them, however, are the people comprising the City - people who are also interested in building a
better and improved place in which to live, work and play.
Through tbeir various organizations, Chambers of Co~nerce, Civic
Clubs, Parent Teachers Associations, Homen's Clubs, Garden Clubs,
Neighborhood Improvement Associations and kindred groups , tl1e
people can express themselves and mobilize their energies and
enthusiasms for the general welfare and betterment of their City.
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But, before these forces can be marshalled and their interests
stimulated, they must know what it is all about. They must be
informed as to the purposes and objectives of the comprehensive
Plan and how tl1e realization of its many features will benefit
them. All this suggests a process of education and public information in one or several ways.
The people generally should first ~~derstand the functions
of the Planning Board as defined in the City Charter. 'I'hey are
responsible specifically for the teclmical preparation and
studies of plans and the zoning ordinance, and the constant review of those many factors basic to the Plan. · Planning Boards
are primarily advisory, having no authority to enforce or execute their plans. They can recommend to the City Co1nmission 1
but they cannot compel a recognition of their work. They cannot
everr prevent the adoption of proposals in absolute opposition
to the general plan they recommend, or its principles. Although
the Planning Board can and does promote the reco gnition and
adoption of its recommendations, they can go only so far. The
real responsibility rests with the people who comprise the City
and who are able, better than anyone else, to promote and implement the Plan.
The people who must depend upon the Planning Board to protect their intere.sts in the comprohen.sive, orderly development
of the City are not always aware of the nature of the Planning
Board's activities, their proposals and ideas to effectuate the
Plan, and the forces opposinc; action on the many details confronting the Board to maintain the integrity of the Plan. Too
often, too few people, even in high places, have little or no
knowledge of the Plan and lts meaning. Experience in many communities of all sizes has proven that citizen participation in
plan activation is an effective vehicle to supple1nent the work
of . the Planning Board. Citizen groups representative of the
people can stimulate citizen interest and foster citizen parti cipation in the planninB process . Such citizen groups are also
helpful to the City Commission in emphasizing the need of public improvements proposed in the Plan, especially in explaining
the proposals to tho people. In other words, active citizen
activity can become an important liaison between the Planning
Board and the people. The effectiveness of the people , however.,
will depend on. how thoroughly they understand the purposes and
aims of the Plan •
. Informing the people as to the cont ents, aims and value of
the City Plan can be accomplished in sev eral different ways.
One important aid would be the publication of the Plan so that
it could be made readily available to tho public. With the
various written proposals, charts, diagrams and pictures in
printed form for public review and study, the Plan would become
something tangible in the minds of the people. Ir it is impossible to publish the entire plan as submitted, then an abstract
reflecting the high lights would be most desirable and helpful.
A portable exhibit illustrating the princj.pal features of
the Plan, and what its gradual cons~~ation would mean, should
be prepared and displayed at various meetings throughout the
community. Such an exhibit, consisting of maps, diagrams, pictur es and colorful captions,would attract the attention of many
people and farniliarlze them with the many elements included in
the Plan. This exhibit could be moved from club to club and
school to school.
and
Newspaper arti cl~!j 11 .. t;>adio talks, /addresses to civic clubs
and study groups and/In ~e public schools would be helpful in
publlcizing the various provisions of the Plan. Many civicminded citizens could participate in such commendable service,
fully conscious that they are contributing something to the welfar)o and betterment of their home City. Articles in tho local
newspapers mit:;ht appear as a seri0s, each dealing with a section
of the report. Members of the Planning Board, the r.1 ayor ,_ City
Commissioners, City Manager and other public spirited citizens
could act as emissaries, explaining and promoting discussion.
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Since children now in school will be adults when much of
the Plan is in process of realization, t he opportunity to inform
and interest them now should not be miss e d. Essay and art contests in schools are means of arousinG t +~o interest of not only
the youngsters, but the parents in the homes from which the
children come41
The radio is especially helpful in keepi~~ the Plan alive.
Forum discussions, participated in by leading citizens, will
bring the Plan forc i bly to the notice of every listener, and
kindle desires to accomplish great objectives. The Planning
Board can act as the central agency, guiding such educational
programs.
During the progress of tho various publicity programs, many
people will become familiar with the provisions of the Plan for
the first time. The ir int ere s t will beg in to stimulate action.
A group of sp e cialize d citizen commi tt ee s sh ould be organized to study ways and means of achieving the proposals set forth
in the P~n, one to cons ide r stree t ne eds, another recr e ational
facilities, still others for such subjects as parks, utilities,
transpo1'\tation, etc. Each .conunittc e should consist of men and
women constituting a broad cross-seetion of the community, each
one especially interested in the sub j ect assigne d. Close cooperation between the various connni tte os, the PJa nning Board and
the City Comnission should ch aract erize t heir activity.
A citizen comml.tto e with an int ell i ge nt intere s t in the
future growt h and deve lopment of t h e · City, an d a desire to
render a worth while sol~ vico, can formulate pl an s to create a
still gr eater plann:t ng o:r,ganization t hat will ultimately penetrate every phase of community life and a ctivity. Membe rship
in tho c i tiz en s' planning group shoul d be available to existing
civic groups, b sino ss and industrial conc e rns, institutions and
individuals. Anyone interested in h i s City should be eli gible
to paJ:--ticipate. The broader and mor e div ersified tho membership,
the mor e j_nt ense tho int erest. Spe arheading the citizens'planning organization s h ould be an exe cut iv e or st eerinG co~nittee
of a l ert, r epresent a tive citiz ens. .l~h is committee would not
assurne or encroach upon any ri ghts a11d duties of the Planning
Board, but, instead, woul d act a s an agency to assist the Board.
Tho Planning Board will be oceupi o d cont i nually with its routine
and detail, whereas tho citiz ens' group wlll b e more concerned
with the broa de r a spects of the pr oblem..
1

Th~ough the citizens' organi zation and its various sub-committees, t he people can be informed. Thoy can th e n devise and
initiate ideas for intelligent, progressive action, which will
ultimately r e sult in a r ealization of the Plan's objectives.

Throughout this report there are found recommGndations and
suggestions to guide the balanced development of the community,
and integrate each into . an attractive whole. This Plan is not
designed for immediate fruition, but, rather, to establish a
standard of reference for the next three or four decades which
will assure that each step of the eventual program will be correlated with that which has gone before and that which will be
established later. It is not a desi gn for spending. On the
contrary, its purpose is to produce the maximum of citizen
health, convenience, morals, safety and general welfare from
each tax dollar dedicated for public improvement.s .
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As it is not intendcd _that all of these progressive recommendations be undertaken runultancously, it is necessary to establish priorities, based upon urgency of need and the local
ability to finance them. To assure the roal1zation of the goals
set forth in this report, it is recommended that long-range
programming and capital outlay budgeting be adopted. This will
prevent any feature of this Plan from being overlooked during
the long period with which it is concerned. It will malce certain that the program will be balanced equitably among its various component parts, and not concentrated on certain popular
phases of it.
To establish these priorities and adopt long-range programming is purely a local function. But a point of departure for
further consideration is establisl1ed by the following groupings
of the recommendations, based upon those projects and the apparent community need. There is no significance in tho particular
groupings, nor any intended in tho listings or the position
within each group. Local reaction to the expressed needs and
desirability of paying, therefore, must determine the final
priorities.
GROUP I.

Adopt subdivision regulations.
Adopt long-range proGramming and capital outlay budgeting.
Extend Tenth Street westerly to City limits.
Construct overpasses at Florida East Coast Railroad on
Broward Boulevard and Tenth Street.
Establish inner circumferential highway, Seventh Avenue,
Northwest and ·southwest, Ninth Street Southwest and Southea·s t, Federal Highway and B1,.,ovvard Boulevard.
Construct highway to beach area in Southeast Quadrant, either
Fifteenth or Seventeenth Street.
Viiden and improve Third Avenue Northeast from Sixth Street
Northeast southward.
After new Florida East Coast Railroad passenger terminal under construction, close Third Avenue Northeast grade crossing.
Move charter boat berths down-river and regulate river traffic to minimize bridge openings.
Establish by ordinance tho following stre ets as arterial
highways or through s tr·eet s:
Victor i a Park Road
Sixth Avenue
Fourteenth Avenue
Broward Boulevard
Sixth Street
Fourteenth Street
Twelfth Street Southwest

Andrews Avenue
Third Avenue
Seventh Avenue
Atlantic Boulevard
Tenth Street
Ninth Street Southwest
Twenty-Fourth Street
Las Olas Boulevard

Channeliz e all central business district streets with eight#
foot parking lanes and twelve-foot moving lanes.
Acquire off-street parking facilities within and adjacent
to the central business district.
Extend sewer lines.
Establish secondary treatment of sewage.
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Erect parking meters on rcma1.nJ.ng unmotorcd curbside parking spaces in the central business di s trict.
Maintain International pru...,k in natural state, but i1nprove
access.
Acquire Navy Airport .
Increase capacity of sewage tratement plant as sewerage sys tem is extended.
Establish and maintain mosquito and sand-fly eradication
program.
Construct a4ditional drains where recommended.

GROUP II.
Construct overpasses at Florida East Coast Railway on Twelfth
and Twenty-Fourth Strcots south .
Widen and improve streets as required under adopted traster
Street Plan.
Establish intermediate circumferential highway:
Sixth Street Northeast and Northwest
Seventh Avenuo Northwest and Southwest
Twelfth Street Southwest and Southeast
Federal Highway
Establish outer circuror orontial highway:
r.rcnth Stroot Northwest and Northeast
Atlantic Boulevard
3ightcenth Avenue Northwest and Southwest
Twelfth Street Southwest and Southeast
Either Fifteenth or Sovontoenth Street, whichever is
selected
Construct c:l. thor high level bridge or tunnel across
River at .Federal .Highway.

New

Construct bridge over New River at Third Av enue .
Improve following streets:
Tenth Street
Broward BoulGvard
Las Olas Boulevard
Sixth Street
Sixth Avenue

Fourteenth Avenue
Fourte enth Street
At lant i c Boulevard
Victoria Park Road

Construct cloverleaf intersection at Lao Olas Boulevard and
Atlantic Boul evard.
Widen roadw-ay on Third Avenue south of Tenth Street to forty
(Lbo) feet.
Replace Las Olas Boulevard bridge over Intracoastal Waterway .
Develop Birch Park area with off-street parking area, fire
station, yacht basin, model yacht basin, playfield, playground, picnic sites, game shelters, community buildings,
bridle paths and gardens .
Acquire additional parks and recreational sites within recommended areas.
Develop park~playground-playfield combination at City Park
and Coast Guard Park.
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Develop tourist centers at Birch Park, City Park, Coast
Guard Park, including game pavilions, shuffleboard, roque,
etc.
Dovclop major yacht basin at Coast Guard Pnrk and establish
charter boat headquarters thoro.
Acquire high scl1ool sites of at least thirty acres, one north
and one south of Now River.
Convert usc of present high school site to cultural center
and off-street parking site.
Acquire new elementary school sites within recommended areas.
Erect additional fire stations (3).
Enlarge present local bus terminal and relocate, if necessary.
Relocate interurban bus terminal north of Broward Boulevard.
Double sources, treatment and pumping facillties of water
system.
GROUP III.
Complote widening and improvement of Master Stroot Plan components.
·
Develop and extend Sixth Street Northeast to Atlantic Boulevard.
Improve and widen Victoria Park Road to forty (40) feet
from Broward Boulevard to Tonth Street.
'rlfiden Tenth Stroot roadway to sixty-four ( 64) feet east of
railroad and to forty (40) feet west thereof.
Widen Sixth Avenue roadway to sixty-four ( 64.) feet south of
Tenth Street.
Widen Las Olas Boulevard roadway to sixty-four (64) feet west
of Intracoastal Waterway . and two thirty (30) foot roadways
east thereof.

(64) feet.
Widen Broward Boulevard roadway to sixty-four (64) foot cast
Widen Atlantic Boulevard roadway to sixty-four

of railroad overpass and to forty (40) foot west thereof.

Widen Sixth and Fourteenth Avenues and Fourteenth Street
roadways to for,ty (40) feet, also Fourth, Seventh, Eleventh
and Eighteenth Avenues, and Seventh, Twelfth and TwentyFourth Streets Southwest.
Acquire two elementary school sites in beach-island area.
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